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As an ex-GI who had returned from the war to continue 
my education, I conceived a plot for a drama which would bear 
& direct relationship to those ills afflicting American so­
ciety, which, along with thousands of other men in the service, 
I had been led to believe would be happily eradicated once 
the war was over. The sacrifices I had been ©ailed upon to 
make in an army which had come to grips with Germany, Italy, 
end Japan, would, as I had believed, have a twofold purpose. 
Those sacrifices would not only serve to destroy fascism, 
which our enemies were making an all-out effort to foist upon 
the rest of the world, but the all-out fight by the United 
Utates would likewise serve as the beginning of a movement 
at home which would undertake the sorely-needed-and long-
overdue cleansing of our own social household. Although a 
student of foreign affairs could question our success in ex­
tirpating fascism abroad, despite our military triumph and 
th& unconditional surrender of the Axis powers, I would like 
to concern myself with what to me is the serious failure of 
Americans to fulfill the slogans and promises which were so 
glibly and hopefully advanced at a time when national unity 
was imperative in our fighting the enemy. In the awareness 
that one was willing to make sacrifices for certain ideals, 
as a GI, in certain ways, my feeling of hopelessness and dis­
illusionment actually came about not when I was stationed 
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15,000 ̂ lea'.fro/to home, wondering when the warwould end so 
tha* i o«p«i: g«f aoiae again; t»e sense or ailfl dlsil-» 
lusionment and disoouragement struck me when ICame home and 
<*£aC©*ered that in many ways the conscience of America re­
garding her social ills, was still unmoved and 8lumbering. 
Prejudice and bigotry were still very mach jdLth us. Although 
I was firm in my conviction that Americans could never count­
enance the kind of wholesale slaughter which was pi tier's 
method in dealing with the so-called despised nationalities 
and races* nevertheless, one could not help but be forcefully 
reminded that hatred of minorities was still Strong in the 
United States. Sinister allusions to Hegproes, fewsand 
Catholics, remained agonizing echoes in the supposedly free 
air breathed by men who professed belief in the kind of free­
dom and equality espoused by Patrick Henry, Thomas Jefferson, 
and Abraham Lincoln* All men might be created free and equal, 
but ̂ what;-haĵ eaeC to themafter they werecreated, was un-
foiftoikately, a different story, Freedom and equality were 
still̂ ing ''Regularly ̂ eruijifî ln a society in which a 
colored maj* could be hanged to a tree by aft infuriated lynch 
mob. 
If. prior to my being sent overseas, I had entertained 
any notion to the effect that I should expect people in such 
places as India and Ceylon to be very different from those 
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la my native country, aM people, who, if compared with my 
fellow countrymen, wouldsuffer by comparison, once I was 
sent to those places, whatever preconceived notion of great 
differences or of superiority I mî ht have had. was dispelled 
©n my ®etti% to know themv r realized before very long that 
it took travelinghalfway round the world for me to become 
deeply imbued with tha idea that the brotherhood of man la 
not Jnst ® meaningless catchphrase, but is probably thetruest 
and most valid thing that wag ever said. What greater con­
viction dii 1 need than to have had the opportunity to speak 
to a Ceylonese from Oolumbo or China Bay, or to an Indian 
from Bombay, and to discover that our ideas in common cheated 
an intellectualrapport between us which proved Just as firm 
as any that might arise between myself and a fellow Affierioan. 
Ierhaps even more important in myawarenessof this kinship, 
was the realization that on a basic level, they have the same 
needs, desires,fears, and Joys as does anyone else, and that 
their happiness and well being, or; lack of it-,: are .dependent 
on ;the.,.̂ ĵ jfef.̂ î̂ eh:,thosf things .are fulfilled intneit? 
T realized howcustoms.differences of religion, 
dress, and the colorof onê s skin, matter so very little in 
their infltî nee pn those basic, universal responses wnien men 
display toward the fundamentals pt life--eating» living dy-
ing, and the propagation of the race. People in the differ-
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en* economic brackets in India, I discovered, were very much 
like the people ill similar economic circumstances in America: 
the well-to-do were healthy, happy, and relatively intelli-
gentj while tĴ  poTOrtf̂ strickeii were ignorant, disused, and 
vice-ridden. I likewise, then, felt the needfor bringing 
about a general economic condition in 
ies of wealth would be abolished* so thata true brotherly 
understandihil in the brotherhood of peoples would not be 
warped by a state of affairs in which some enjoyed a better 
way of life than others. 
And so if I had not been fully aware oftheeataht to 
which all smui share certain definite, universal things In 
common, my experience in World War II convinced me that if 
men were only given the opportunity, they wouldsoon overcome 
their prejudices and fears of one another and fully recognize 
those bonds which have always existed among the members of 
the human family. Ahd so on returning home* I was firmly 
convinced that: people are basically equal and alikej it's 
crazy for aaiohil to say that they*re not, and it̂ s wicked 
and crlmlmat for some to maltreat others ihthei&sghided 
and vicioui name of superiority and supremacy. In orderto 
completely and honestly racogniae that equality, it is Ilka* 
wise necessary that economic justice be established so that 
those «nlterpri?llagad can enjoytheireqî lity byactually 
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living it, Instead of possessing it only on a theoretical 
basis. One® a full and wholesome life could be attained by 
&11# /then sen would enjoy. their* brotherhood onalevel of a 
general 44&mmio and social equality, thereby replacing the 
Old social order, in which somejaen are compelled to assume 
the role of their brothers* keepers. 
On s«a®etinĝ t|»:.tĥ ®sf©t: Wplaŷ t̂hen, one can 
readily see that ayheroes would be those who would fight the 
tyranny ofVraee and class prejudice, and ln so doing, strive 
to raise the economic level of the needy and underprivileged, 
as an adjunct to bringing about a greater degree of equality, 
ky villains would be those who actively oppose this reforma­
tion, and wfc^a*r|^.*ltll- all thepowerf ule^ • 
seans attheir: disposal.to "'maintain the status quo* Knowing 
that-the -South. ls*:©iie,:»fthe sore spots in the United States 
where.Ihefe' i» stillmuch refonaing to be done, I therefore 
decided to choose that particular part of the country as the 
getting for too Lately Baza.. Inasmuch as I wanted ay play to 
deal with an instance in which the two opposing sides iaeet 
head-̂ >n in®the ;itren«th and courage ef tbeir rigfct and wrong 
eonvietioĵ - my,;"eJiaf̂  t|b?sf on̂ the whole, would have to be 
people who are already what they aire. As people, for the 
biost part, their sonvietions way or another toward the 
issues raised, are already fixed, with Me drtfaa arming 
from their conflict with one another, which results in real 
er implied drastic changes in their relations toward one 
aaother and toward their particular social locale. 
To those who might feel that my characters are devices 
which I ef® primarily to expound ay social viewpoint of mili­
tant action which muat be reserted to for the purpose of 
eradicating social injustice, I would be the first to admit 
that to a great extent this is t:ru«. These critics would have 
no objections to my characters' thinking and acting the way 
they do. What they would like me to do is delve into the 
psychological reasons which motivate my characters to think 
and act the way they do* Such was never my intention, and 
too irately Born just lsn*t meant to be that kind of a play, 
I have little interest or faith in the kind of probings which 
are intended to serve as psychological explanations of why a 
man is conservative, a reactionary or a liberal* For, in my 
opinion, a character does not necessarily have to undergo 
any great psychic,upheaval to think or aet in any particular 
manner. On the other hand, In ada&tting that manner* of 
thought and action may result from deep psychological work­
ings, X contend that those workings are far too complex to be 
in the realm of what I would consider a sound anil believable 
ttmlŷ ls of them. In Act 111, Seen© I, the dialogue between 
Xva and Mel la my direct answer to those who oppose my poiat 
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&f view. 
Jtfat.. as. present Iter, is probably the play's 
1,0at appealing character. For in sticking to bar ideals and 
ia >er militant fight on their behalf, aha is forced to assume 
the ;rbl* of aartyr in a region in which moat of her social 
attitudes are still regarded with considerable hostility. la 
her willingness to involve herself so self-sacrificingly in 
actively oppbsiai what she thinks i# wrong in* har environment, 
ahe not only runs the risk of ostracism ana phase by hear fel­
low Southerners, but alee by her own family. She is still 
Regarded by a generation down South, which, I believe, will 
probably accept her points of view at some later date, as 
' •• 1  . • • ;  text*,- • . •••' ••• • 
balai oa# i|f those typical "radical crackpots", ffco*Bsuaistst" 
"aigger lovers,» and what-have-you. Her Investigation of 
the conditions of the Negroes living on the other side of the 
tracks, is interpreted la the most sinister and damning light 
by some of her narrow and unappreciative fellow eitizeaa; 
•he is looked upon with suspicions of being a sexually frus­
trated person, whose interest in the Nogroooauaaaity must be 
aexual, since they find it difficult to aeeaj* such high-
minded sociological motives oa the part of a Southern white 
girl, who also happens to be a member of oae of the townfs 
aost respected families. Her courage la remaining true to 
her ideals remains steadfast, until she isconfroated by the 
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kind of oeldhatred on the part of her father toward her, 
which shatters her etuahamity at hoae so completely, as to 
nake her life miserable,* She begins to seriously wonder 
whether. the repercussions arising from. her steadfast. petsiafe 
»wicf xc aanering to wnat she thinks is right are toocostly, 
inasmuch as those repercussions are leading to the destruc­
tion of the bonds in her own family. That her uncompromising 
âdĥ eiii%:i,|i.; Justified,' 'is impressed upon her' by liel, who 
reminds her Ifcatare of her father* s tyranny* So 
•if«f as in the case of- Mary late? on, *s*e« to .realize; tliat 
the issues involved must not be thought tohinge on the ques­
tion of daughter against father» bat ill the light of right 
opposed to wrong, 
Sam Friable and Charles f ohnson represent the firm 
defenders of the status quo. They find in those who oppose 
thema menace to their economic, poll tidal, and social dom­
ination. In addition to which, they feel that if they we*e 
to allow their opponents to succeed* the consequences would 
uerve to do nftre than destroy their material power and well 
being, but It would likewise serve to shatter their self-
fulfillment: .as human beings. In the case of both men, ex­
ploitation and intolerance mast be perpetuated not alone for 
whatever material gains may be involved. Social ills must 
be perpetuated, because it isln theireontinaatlon that men 
suoii as Johnson and Frisbie can maintain their personalities 
and self-respect, and can regard themselves as successful 
human beings. They must constantly have that inner conscious 
ness that a Johnson or a Frisbie oust rule, while others must 
serve, obey, and know their place. The coming of a day of 
economic, political and social revolution would be as much 
of a tragedy to them as such a revolution had been to many 
a wealthy plantation owner of the Southern slavooraey at the 
end of the Civil War, For despite the fact that many of 
these wealthy ante bellum Southern families possessed every 
degree of refinement and intelligence, that the idea of treat 
Ing their slaves with anything but kindness and consideration 
was unthinkable to them, that their acquisition of material 
goods was considered only a means to an end, nevertheless, 
the thought of changing the social order, thereby resulting 
in the destruction of their genteel modus vivendi, was an 
eventuality greatly to be feared• The sense of ease, super­
iority, pleasure, and dignity which were their due in a de­
caying society, were essential to their success as human 
beings in their own eyes as well as in the estimation of 
their families and friends. The end of their world came af­
ter Appomatox, when slavery, and the power and the glory 
that went with it, were gone. To live in the most humble 
fashion, to many it became a question of engaging in some 
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barbaric trade or in hitching up the horse—if there was still 
a horse left to hitchup—and getting behind the plow* In 
1865, all of the foraer members oftheeconomic aristocracy 
of ooarse felt that they had suffered a great loss, bat to 
some, the loss was so great that there was nothing much left 
to live for. And so it is with Johnson and Frisbie. For the 
sake of their own self-fulfillmant, theirs oust be the power 
and theglory, while others' must be on hand to serve, ©ringe, 
and; ob«y* 
$h» eonveawrion of Mary aM Arehie reveals the import­
ance ofa partieularenvironment in stimulating an awakening 
aisdagrowth in two people whose uncertainty and immaturity 
Bake them happily susceptible to the enlightening influence 
of strong, intelligent, and courageous people, ifary ahd 
r̂ohle both respond in the same manner to Mel's and Eva*s 
integrity and goodness—their admiration makes them respect 
fully listen to their points of vfcew# makes them try to under­
stand those points of view* and finally Induces thea to accept 
a more progressive outlook toward things • Tfieir eniignt;en-
aent, however. Is arrived at on a different level than that 
of Mel's, Eva*a and Joe's. Mostof it comes asa result of 
an appeal to reason and ooaiann sense, both of which, although 
definitely part of the Intellect, are, nevertheless, more the 
,h«mospn̂ '''kiMi;of: #*aa©n and; copmon sense. It is the kind 
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which prompts an awakened Southerner to say: "Discriminate 
against © man beeause ̂ Ie color of Ms skin is different 
from yours? Heck, that jjust doesn't make any sense 1" What­
ever fear8, suspicions, and doubts they might have bad in 
their complete acceptance of their awakened liberalism, are 
allayed when Kaiy a# Archie become convinced of the worthi­
ness of those whose path they have decided to follow; decent 
people, as Mary informs Charles, must have decent ideas. 
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CHARACTERS 
Mary Johnson J©a (Curtis) Eaminski 
Eva Johnsoa Robert Twigg . 
Charles Johnson Mr« Brown 
Saa Friable Mr, Baker 
Archie Friable Jaiaea Bradlay 
Mai Philips Secretary 
ACT I 
Living room of the Johnson residence, 
ACT II 
Scene I—A bnaamont room of the Johnson residence* 
Scene II—Living room of the Johnson residence, 
Scene IIÎ -President Twlgg*s olfloe. 
A0T tXX 
Soene I—Bditor*a officeln the Journalism school building. 
Seana II—Living room of the Johnson residence. 
ACT I 
The scene opens on typically furnished livinp rooa 
of & privet© home in £ college town of the South, & svtlwlrip 
door st right lead® to the kitchen. A staircase slightly to 
the right of center and off the foyer leading from the outside 
door to the interior of the living rooa. loads to the upstairs 
bedrooms. A door off center left leads to the bese;aent« The 
door to the outside is at center rear. 
A® the curtain rises, jge find the Johnson family - -
fether. no ther and daughter - - seated in the MiSse room. 
Mr. Charles Johnson is preoccupied in the even in/?, neiva paper. 
Mre. Mary Johnson is knitting and Sva Johnson is reading, a 
book. It is evening. 
MARY. 1 wonder v;hen our boordere will get here. 
JOHNSON. Sea called me at the aill today. Said he'd 
be down with Archie socio time this evening. 
I.IAKY. Do you think the two out-of-state boys will b© 
in on the 10;50? 
Ma» If they want to get here on tlsie, they*d better 
be. Tomorrow's the deadline for registration. 
(pause) 
MART. Charles, 'when did Caa sey he»d be down with 
Archie? 
JOHNSON. Corae time tonight. • . said he didn't know 
exactly when. 
•'MAKY, lira. • • don't you think. • . I mean. . • . 
hadn't you...jbetter freshen up a hit before they "get here? 
, if '• Freshen u$? wmH&r? i 
"kiyBrtf. Stm., I |ust thought— v 
i§VA. For Arohlê  father? 
^" *\v a' 
;Wf&» Very well, mother, I<11 stop playing geses. I'm 
sure you're not oonoert̂ d about Messrs. Jos Cur tie and Malvin 
Phiilpgî  That leaves Archie Friable, the young Aon whose 
father Is a millionaire. 
; yMARY. , How, Bva— 
(with mounting 1-apetlenoe) Mother* will you 
kMdly stop throfclnc mo at Cousin Arohie, 
MARY. Please, dear, don't put it that way* We're not 
throwing you at anybody# 
ffitk* X don't Xaow whet you oall it, but if I hadn't 
out you short I'd probably be listening to your usual three 
oheoro for Archie. (Imitating her mother in jb manner not 
calculated to impress cae that she is being disrespectful» 
111-teapered-for 'common*. For the sarcasm la Era's voice is 
diluted with sufficient good humor and banter.) • "Be my be a 
bit «ilf: #.perhaps, he's a trifle frivolous. . » but he's 
a good boy. • • so liiceafcle and popular, too. 
MAIiY. (unaware bf her daughter's sarcasm) That's 
true* And Archie told Grace who told me that Archie cares 
for you sore than any girl ho knows, 
WA* That's tooted, because Xprobably oara less 
•for̂  X know. 
JCdHBOE# .- For t!i© number of fallovss you kno?«tthat 
isn't saying aueh* 
STA. (rlelng froa hg£ ohalr and fealiiB h«r parental 
ii mliht also sdd-«l̂  not' for asle* -
MARY. (shocked) Bva, ho« can you aay suoh things* 
. :WS*re yo'ia*;pâ @iits. and we're only thinking of. t»hat#s best for 
you in every way pos0ibis* And yat you mk.e uo sound like-
well , you knott» 
EVA. 1 hat® to tfll you how you ask® ke t«al.: 
(rising; from the ohair. -faciaa ma.) . Mm 
listen, daughter. I don * t kntra what * a gotten into you lately 
but all your mother and I have to do is open our nouths In 
your direction and all gat fre® y©tt is easa. Nothing but 
ssss* A few raws years of college,and you'll ho tolling Sod 
where to get off. X don't know how you talk to people tm the 
out*id©, tout when you're at home I wont you to keep e civil 
tongue in your heed. 
EVA. HOW oan I keep a oivll tongue in my head when 
y6u Keep harping on how delighted I ought to be at the pros* 
peat .of - feMMNKia&;itita»: Frlsbie#;-*' All-.you-#op|.e :#are shout 
Archie is that one day ho*11 inherit Sam's millions. 
J0HK30N. The boy's stuok on you, that'splain enough, 
we Just thought It might be a good idea for you to give htm 
some of your prealoua oons ideration. The Frisbie millions 
aren't anything to bo aneoaed at, you know* 
ififA. I But neither ia ay happiness. 
*QBN30ft« (sitting flown again and taking up his SSSST 
POPOT) All right, fill right* Marry who you daxnn well please. 
EVA* I appreoiato your lotting rae make ay own ©hoice 
in the aatter. 
MART. Whenever your father and X think about it, deer, 
you aiaJce us wonder whether you ever will aake a oholes. You're 
so pretty, so intelligent. . . and yet* « * you never neem to 
have dates like other girls do. You've bean at the university 
for three years. Haven't you oat any boy you like? 
JOEHSON. It's probably tha same eld story, Think® 
she's too gsed for eny of them. 
MA* Must no go into that, again? I've tried and 
tried to explain how X feol about that. . . that and a let of 
other things. But it always ends the s&fis way. sooner or 
later dad ftaya I'm too smart tar my own good, and that the 
university ia filling se with a lot of radioal ideas. 
JT0HS8OH* (putting down hia paper onoe again) X still 
•-«ajr it. 
IVA# X iaiew you would. 
3 X 5 H H S O I T # o i u  ! > • » -
bat you're a lot younger than youthink, one word from any 
of those oraokpot professoraofyoura, and you swallow it 
whole# the more you swallow the woraeyou get, 
STSTA. My digestive system feels fins, thank you. 
HABY, (involuntarily 'knooking wood1) That*a good, • 
JOHMBOH, Maybe your food agrees with you, but I 
oan*t say as much for your eduoation, 
¥m*3?» paying for it̂  dad, Bon*t waste your 
money if you thihk X*& a bad ifflveatafjat* 
JOHNSON, (rising from hie ohalr) How don't make me 
sound like a Shylook, I never said you were a bad invest- -
ment, I oertainly oan*t oomplain about the grades you get, 
and heaven knows you*ve got a good head oil your shoulders• 
The trouble is, you're takingthe whole business too dam 
serious# If only you wouldn*t take it all so serious, you*d 
make as a lot happier, . 
Kf&m What part of my eduoation am X taking too ser­
iously? /'• / 
JOHUBOH, The partthat aakesyouapout ell thatnigger-
levin* hogwash about raoa equality; about the evila of oap~ 
italls/n; all that Communiat baloney about redistribution of 
• ' "'r'' * 
wealth and the rights of the working olass* Heck, you egen 
tell m how 1 oughts run my own business# Next thing you 
know, you111 be wanting to go out and start a revolution. 
EVA. You*re wrong, Sad, If you think anyone at the 
university tells me to love Negroes, or become a Coaauniot, 
or start a revolution. Our instructors—the ones who are 
honest and have courage—only teach ua facts, I draw my ovm 
OOfteXllSlOIlB* 
JOHNSON. Then it*s high time you atarted changing your 
conclusion. 
KVA. I'a sorry, but they're the only ones 1 ean come 
to* , 
'/;-:J©pBON*: (teffiporarlly dropping his agreasive. overbear- • 
inp xaaaner. to a sore conciliatory one) Hon, daughter, • • 
don*t think I expect you to look at everything under the sun 
the way X do* 1*11 admit that eeoh sen generation has Ideas 
that don't agree with the generation that cam before* I guess 
you know by now I don*t believe in aoat of yours* I think you 
go too far. But It's not so much the things you believe in— 
it's the things you do. Getting up petitions about this, that 
and everything else, doing to nigger tovm and treating the 
niggers and talking to fea Just like they wore white folks* 
Telling m workers at the mill—Dammit I ' MY OWN MBOHTEH TELLING 
m WQRESRS THAT IF THST»RS NOT GETTING ENOUGH PAT THfflT OUGHT 
TO GO ON STRIKE 1 IF THAT DON'T TAKE TH1 OAKll 
If A* I think workers have a right to live decently* 
The only hitch is tftey need enough money to do it* Because 
your workers are underpaid and you happen to be ray father 
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dcesn»t ask© a® want to give thea any less of oy sympathy, 
JOHKSOH, But dammit! It's your own bread and batter! 
EfA* X»a earry, dad, but it's all part of what you 
aaid you didn't like, YOudonH mind ay having ideas, up to 
the point (there I put the® into practice, 
JOHKBOII. Putting then into praotioe* you say* I oall 
it going hog-wild• 
S7A. I oall it practicing what 1 preach, 
TOHHSOH. (thrcwlms U£ Ma <"nd» in « <w«tur» of iem-
pair) «fbat*s the us#» <ls ISSl SEia*) You think 
you*re— '• 
SV&. —too amrt for my own goodj aside from which, the 
univaraity ia filling tm with a lot of radioal ideas, 
JTOHKBOK. Tou* 11 twice up one of these days, 
EVA. X hope 1*11 altsaya be a aw id e awake as X am now, 
MARY. But Sva, if other people are dissatisfied, why 
aiglet theaa norry and fight about It, It's their battle; not 
mr** - ; ;  
jS?A* Had it ever ooourred to you, mother, that you 
might be the one to blame if X worry about other people's 
battiest 
EVA. Yes, you. You and dad. 
JQm&QE* Row p-fe heard everything* 
OTA. fpmjtlnB awn h.r aagazlna 5M rl«lag frog h«r 
ohalr) It asast be more thangettlag a college education, or 
Just picking notions out of thin air. They say your horn© is 
important in deciding how you set and what you are* And by 
home I don't mean the furnitures I mean you and did* 
JOHNSON. I don't know what you're talking about. I 
don't reosmber a thing I ~ 
;\r-EV£*̂ \ Neither do I» I don't remember anything speoifio 
But whether you know it or not, you hare given me a kind of 
faith. You'va always made ise feel the only way for any of tie 
to walk this earth is with a sense of dignity and pride* Ko 
matter where I'd go or whoa I'd aeet, people made me proud 
and hsppy to be 3ra Johnson. It took a little growing up 
before I realized that one reason why everyone wee bo nioe 
was because I'm Charles Johnson's daughter, end who doesn't 
know Charles Johnson is one of the most respected and influen­
tial men in town, But whatever the reason, people respected 
m9 were good to me and made m feel I belonged. Then I began 
to wonder* W©*re the ones *ho are ruling the roost* But it's 
not one big happy family; it's one small happy family. A lot 
of other people ean't became one ofm and get the same pleas* 
ure in belonging that I do* They cither don't have enough 
Jttoney or the right religion or the right color* People like 
the Johnsons certainly ;fiaced their dignity and pride* W© tell 
them how to live, where to live and that we're not interested 
in their company* College professors don't have to tell m 
,;:|f It* is I Fight • or wrong. I know hot I'd feel If .• 1' were on 
the outside with one of those barriere staring rae in the 
I'd he convinced our kind of people ar®n*t Just un­
fair, we're original. 
"  . - ^ ; S c a B p s » ^ V " W  C a l l i n g  y o u r  
own kind criminal. What the devil won*t you think of next? 
(*<»*&** bx>mM*lr) Oh, well, aŝ ou aey— 
/:• t̂«a\tha use*/;/ ' 
MART. But Eva, don't you think you ought to— 
ETA. Eight ao*> X think X ought to go to had. Good 
night, aotĥ  
•:-v MART. 
***• (j& HE foot M, the stairs and than turning and * 
facing her father before going up) Goodnight, dad. 
mmo*. IfbviMi WW Sffi aa AAa away, par, 
h£ appears auffioiaatly absorbed i& it ao as to enable hia to 
Ignore jS&'s "good nlaht* i*lth greater lawnlty. sta. 
mn ssaassbsaaise tie tiitiie'ja s*suaaa. .tww sai aest jsb-
*Ulg». MBIT. B»a«mhJ.lt. Mr b«»K£ gilnrtl wltnMc It all.) 
• ttbam «r. . twi •amato of Bll.ao.. flaring which Clarla 
mass* sees. is J& "•«« saaasMii- *sa. 
 ̂ tgoub3.od. her knitting. I 
• MART. • (looking, up from her knitting at Charles) 
, Charles. 
- fotsmm* (still appearing preoooupled in him paper. 
grumpily) Basm? 
MARY. You oould have said good night, (Charles pro* 
gars to lfenore Mary's remark.) m my not understand her in 
many ways. And yet, as she said, it*a not as though as don't 
have anything to do with the way she feels about things. She 
1* ©urn* 
JTOHKSOK. I don't know about you, but X ean't see eny 
reason why I deserve any blame for the way she*s turned oat. 
At least you say you understand her a t times # whenever 1 
speefc to your daughter, I think she's about as close to m as 
the men in the moon. Speak for yourself, Mary, 
X don't know, Charles, Maybe there's e lot of 
truth in her point of view. But it's so difficult to sympa­
thize with her when she puts herself in the thlok of things, 
or, as she ©alls It, fights for whet she believes in. She's 
going to be hurt, Gharlas. I'm her moth©r,andI don't want 
to-iee-her'.hteri#̂ ; V V'-
ItflbtiOIf. It'll serve her right. . 
MARY. I wonder If sho knows what people say behind her 
JGHI35QN. tfhat do they say? 
MARY. fhe worst I've heard was whet BITS* Thompson 
told a© yesterday# People say she's becoming abnormal and 
frustrated. They think that's the reason she went to the 
Negro seetlon of town. 
JOBKBO$» {flatting up, 8sura£9a) FrustratedIKy Co&!\ 
Is it true? Is that why she went to nigger town? 
ma&Y. (shocked) Is It true? Good heavens, CharlesI 
Can you believe thatl About your own daughter? 
JOHNSON. I don't know what to believe any mora, is 
it true? 
MARY, Ko, not she was working on son© report for one 
of her ol&saes at the university— 
JOBKSGN, it might only be an excuse, She'd have to 
think of aoae excuse. : -
MAST* (on the verge of tears) Qht Gharlea, Itfsnot 
just that you've lost patience with her; you're losing your 
faith in her, too* How can. e father have such little faith in 
his own daughter* 
JOHNSON« Daughter car no daughter, • • Do you expect ae 
to hare faith in the may she's oarrying on? Hell, don't you 
see? She's making.us the laughing stools; of the whole town I 
MARY. Eve's a fine girl, Charles, If we don't agree 
with her, let's st least try to be tolerant* 
JOHKSOTI. (shouting) Tolerant* Bah J (The doorbell 
rings. C bar lee. haling, cosftletoly lost hie tender. Ignores it. ] 
For the last tlm, I'm through trying to be tolerimt and under* 
• standing and—, : 
MARY# fiaolorlngly) 3hh» not so loud* Someone's at 
the door. They*il hear* (She goes to the door end opens it. ' 
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Eater Mr. Sam grlsble and MB aoc. archie.) 
MART. Hello, 3am. Hello, Arohie. Well, it i& good 
to see you two. 
(Mary and Charles take the sultoasea from Sam and 
Archie, and gut thorn down in the foyer.) 
FRISBIS. It's good to see you. Mary. And you, too, 
Charlie. (Saip shakes hands with Charles. Archie, UP to 
Mi PQlct hjg failed t& aoknowledfle or offer the usual greet­
ing warranted by the occasion, oausea an embarrassing alienee. 
SMS Ms father glares savâ ely ln hls d̂ rectlQn, 
waiting for him to make the normal civilities. Archie, how-
m&* £SBM oblivious to what iseffpected h£a, BSSU 
is finally .jyrea Ifilg M awareness of |ja dttt£ hjf. a vloioua 
M-2f Ma.isS&KZs. 
AEdmi. (perfunctorily) Howdy, folka. HGw y*all latelyv 
.. MARY. ' -iuite well, Arohie, and how are you? 
ARCHIE. Can*t be beat. Guess what? 
•• MART. 
ARCHIE. AH* VI FIH&LLT BEFM AD̂ ITT̂ D TO THJS UNIVERSITY. 
MAHY. Well, oongratulationa. 
FRISEEE. (with iffloatlent aa«er) How what kind of a 
riddle do ya call that? Of oourse ya*ve been admitted to the 
university. Why the heck do ya think we*re down here unless 
fve been admitted to the universityJ 
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AiiCHIS• {promptly squelched) Yes, pappy. 
U<A1\Y• Don't VwQit for sn invitetion. Msk® yourselves 
oorafortable, you two. 
FRITBIK. Thanks, Mary. (He sits down.) 
ARCHIE. Yes, aa'ea. (He follows suit.) 
FRISBH, (looking toward the upstairs, the kitohea and, 
about hl& in general) 0h# ufa. . . is, u&. . . 3va at hoae? 
AliOHIS. Y3B, MA*AM. Thanks, pappy* 
KABY. She wont upetalrs Juat a fe-w minutes ago. 1*11 
o&l her. 
FRIS3IE. {half-heartedly) Don't bother her, Mary.' 
MARY. It won't be any bother, San. She'd certainly 
want to see you if she knew you were here. (Mary goes to the 
foot of the stairs end oalls.) 3va. 
WA. Yes, mother? 
MARY. Have you gone to bed? 
H7A» No, not yet. 
KARY. Sam and Arohie are hare. Can you ooao down? 
S7A. I could, if they don't aind seeing m® in pajasas 
and a bathrobe. 
ARCHIS. (impulsively blurting: Heek, not {He is at 
onoe /net by £ threatening gesture and reproving glances froza 
his father.) 
ETTA. All right. 1*11 be down in a minute. 
MARY, {to gam) By the way, have you two hod supper? 
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JOHNSOE. That's right. You must have started out 
some tla© this afternoon. 
FHISBIS. Well, folks, *0 a scatter offact, m havea't. 
Don't ̂ aat to put ya to any trouble. 
irOBKSGII. Nonsense, Sam, Stop being so formal. 
MARY*-\%4Vb set the table, Charles. 
- ' yRlSMŜ ;' mr. no, Mary.' , Don't bother. . 
mm, . It really isn't any-* 
FRISB12. > Ah#Te got e better idee, loss about ©11 of us 
goia' late the kit©hea. fall 0fa feed ua there. 
MARY. All right, if you don't MM our kitohen. 
- Your kltohen's fine. (Lookiag at Mary aad 
Charles and wlaklag slyly ) Keanvihile, we - oaa, let the love 
birds #ee each other :«iloae» 
MRY. Lov*birds--? 
FHISBIE. Ufa andArchle. Hook, they havea't been to-
gather in a '©oon'o age. (He puts his eras around Mary's end 
Charles' shoulders, propelling. thera iato the kltohen.}: Yeeiree, 
there's just ao keepia* the young folks when they're in love. 
There's Just ao keepia' 'em# (Bxit all three lato the kltohen.) 
(Archie, eô er aad exfteotaat la antiolpitioa of Eva's 
coning dowastairs. begins paoiag the room.) 
. Csticking his head out of the kltohen door) 
Basalt , Arohie I Qalm down I Calm down, Ah sayt 
•/"V J i5 
ARCHI2. '<&*&?) Tea, pappy. 
fmsill# How mind what Ah'r* been tellin* ya. Try 
t© aot intelligent# • /> -M.' 
awmv&* rw* pawr* 
FRISKEE. Head a >©©fc whtCa yer «*|tin*, 
A/iM>©ir? -
.: • fRISBII*"BoolK# *\; ; 
AESgXg* (ffrlgblja wltftdrawa Into tfre 
eiit - r̂eM» goga la f̂ aya 
through some .of. Mw boakaoalt. pioka one out every bow and 
Hilt making wry faoaa on examining thea. Ha finally ohooaea 
one. •• ail#-Jim*:©a'"feftg oouoh wlthlt and peruaea i& g£ though 
the 9ftataftta fltfftjft aa decipherable aa 4yaM.o, H£ afiga 
iamil Mm 4& & *hs, m zmiss m-
ooottpXttd md soflMWhst UDMST• On hwifiM &•& 86Bifi8 down-• «SM8LSMnJwQa*M& «MannM» •SSSSSUSSMMMfv. «SS8a3SSSaSS*»̂  «5MS» MMUMBMSMI* . . MHSSaBSSMaBa «b»MMW4S* 
at aire.:; howe-rer. ha quloklr plcka U£ the book and appeara  ̂
ooaplotaly absorbed M it* £2©t of the 
stairs, be looka m» aa thougft auyprJLaeq aj hg£ pr̂ afnoe. 
: ARCHIE* {gialag frcaft t̂ a ©eu?&l Îvai.̂ Sonayl̂  ;:' 
EVA. How areyou Arohie? 
ARCHIE# CanH be beat. Eva, you look mora ravi8hin* 
than «var»'" 
•v.' '  . 
MA* Thank you» 
ARCHIE, t tossing the book on the eouoii) Here/ ait 
down,auger* My but you look raviahin*• 
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TO. (gojLflji to the couch and sitting down next to 
Archie) where is everybody? I thought— 
ARCHIE# They*re all In the kitchen. 
/jafa* . x see*. 
ARCHII* Hoŵ s 
MA. Oh, fverythlĵ ,a piwtty iaQoĥ -
ARCglB. .,;Gto:e$s what? v ;̂V 
E?A» ; What? . 
ARCHIE. AH'VE FXNtfAT̂  BBp AimXm> . 
JS7A* Good; for you* Is that so uhusuar? 
ARtpiS*/ for me It was, 
. SVA* SInce you*ve always had so muoh trouble ln sohool 
Archie, whatever made you de eide to go to college? 
ARCHIE, (with pompous pride) Thlngsare different 
"different? ;  ̂
ARCHIE. Ahgotajnbitlon now. . « and Ah got you* 
(Archie tthsfteeesafullr attempts to engage Eva In a passionate 
EVi. Archie, how oftendo Ihave to tell you— 
ARCHIE* But Ah'A a new man, Eva* Ah ain't as dumb 
as Ah u«»ed ta be* (geplcks ug M •:v 
aside and shows tt to iva.lSee. Ah reads books now. . * 
oh ©ah owa iiate, too* 
• • • • •  i 7  
EVA« twearllrl Archie, for the last time— 
ABCHIE. The real reason Ah*js goln' ta college ii' 
•0*8 Ah can be with you, honey, 
EVA* If I were you I'd find a Jitter reason than 
that# What are ycm to aa|or la? 
ARCHIE. Major in? Oh, major in. Uh. Ah don*t 
know* Ah haven*t asked pappy yet, 
***• (Ellll a shade of aaroaam) JfiBll, you'd better 
ask him before he leaves. Tomorrow is registration day. 
ARGHIS.̂  honey, Whatever Ah major in, 
Ah* 11 mice you proud a* mej you• 11 see# (pause) Bva. 
EVA# tea?: 
ARCHIE. Don't get sore, honey# I was juat wonder-
in* . Will yom̂ t 
m# For the tĥ iiafldth time, Arohie, HO, 1 1̂ *1 
MARRY TOPI • < 
ARCHIE. You don11 have ta make up yer mind right 
away, honey. Think about it for a while# V 
EVA. "Think about it for a while!w Tea ask mm to 
"starry you 'and • %; say"no* everytime. J _ see' '.you *,,; •. 
ARCHIS. That nay be. But Ai Jfoa't want you ta think 
Ah'Ve given up hope. 
EVA. Really, Arable, if you haven't given up hope, 
it's time you did* 
-AROHIS. • {with renewed passion and earnestness) Aw, 
.  ' 1 8 .  
sugar, why don't you break down and say yes. Ah'a barrels 
of fun* Ah* 11 jaake ya happy, Tom* 11 see, 
BVA. iuaong other things, Archie, i don't think you 
and I have the saiae idea of fun. And you're only deluding 
yourself if you think you can flake me happy. 
ApJHlS* If Ah, can* t make ya happy, aaybe pappy1 a 
money can* : V - .  
S7A. 1*11 afraid I couldn't marry you or anyone else 
beeatise of that. 
AHCHIS. Why not, honey? Ah know lotsa girls who'd 
aarry me Just beoeuse a* thuat# 
WA, Well* why don't you rarry one of them? 
ARCHI1. Beoauae Ah wanna xaarry you, , • Ah wants you 
and peppy wants you, 
OTA. (surprised end somewhat shocked) Pappy wants 
zae? 
ARCHIE, Pappysaysyou'rejust the girl Ah oughta 
aarry. He keeps sayin* if Ah don't get a girl as intelligent 
as yea, his grandchildren*11 bo morons. 
If A, Do you believe that? 
' ARCHIE. If pappy says so. 
WA, But good heavens, Archie. He as aueh as called 
you a moron, 
AR0HI3. He did? (pausing to reflect for a ao&ent) 
Ham. , , Ah guess he did. 
MA, Tou guess he did• v . You1 re twenty years old, 
and yet you let Mm treat you like a new-born baby, without 
any feelingso# a mind of your own. 4 
AKCHI3. (puzzled) Ah do? 
EVJt, Have you ever thought of thinking for yourself, 
instead of letting •pappy' do it all for you? 
ARCHIE, Pappy says Ah got, nothin* ta thinkwith. 
He thinks— 
WA, He thinks. What do you think? •MM* ' MM*m 
ARCHIE. Gee whiz, honey, Ah nevah thought a* think-
in*. . . 
Â. Then it*s high time you begin, if you want to 
make me or anyone else proud of you. 
ARCHIE. (hopefully) Ah think about you, 
EVA. That*& not the same, 
ARCHIE# It ala*t? 
SVA. No, Whiat I mean is, taking your decisions, • . 
deciding for yourself what̂ s right and wrong. • . living 
your own life. Do you know what I mean? 
ARCHIE, Ya mean, • • ya mean. . , do in1 what Ah 
wanna do, and If pappy don*t like it to tell 'im ta go ta 
blazes? 
EVA, if it becomes a question of lettijag your father 
dictate your life and run roughshod over all your wishes and 
ideals, then you might have to tell him just that. 
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ARCHIE. So ya really think Ah oughta» . . uh. » . 
strike out on my own, eh? 
EVA. I do. And you can begin right noia. 
ARCHIE. (fearfully) 1 can? How? 
EVA, fell, Instead of letting your father decide 
your major in college, why don't you make up your own mind? 
What would you like to aajor in? 
ARCHIE# Ah'd like to study phariaaey. Chemistry was 
raah best subject in high school. Passed it every time. 
EVA. I take it your father has other plans? 
ARCHIE. Pappy—he wants me to study law. But heck, 
Ah don't wanna be no lawyer. 
> S?A. It's for you to decide. 
ARCHIE, (rising from the oouch with an air of grid 
determination) Ah'll do it• Ah'll do it. And if he doesn't 
like it Ah'll tell him ta go ta blazes, Tep, that's just 
•what Ah'll do. (He takes a few paces toward the center of 
the room and stares ahead of him as though addressing his 
father.) Go to blazes, pappy! That's what Ah said, go to 
blazes J (He moves a fm paces so that he faoes Iva and his 
back is turned to the kitchen door. While Archie continues 
to rant, Frisbie and Johnson, unobserved by Archie, enter 
the room through the kitchen door.) Co to blazes, pappy I 
You ain't gonna dictate ta me. It's iaah life, pappy, and 
Ah'll do as Ah damn please, (with a sneer) Maybe your 
hearin* ain't so good, pappy, so Ah* 11 toll ya agalm Ah 
said.g© to biases-* (££ to this, point* ffrahaa attempted 
to almal to to b£Lss hie attention tg. the entrance 
2i their raaoaetlTa father* Into the ro«Q. Arehle finally 
auapeota the algnlfleanoe si 8ra'« pointing behind M£> 
tnyw ayoand and cofif rente the tfro»ermg flfiure of ak« 
father. Arohle, the llyn, fca» auaaeaij been reduaaO to « 
1Mb.) Ballot pappy* 
FRISBIE* Have jr**ll goae crazy I 
ARGHIS« êll*l, uh» * . ah,.• * uh . 
E7A. Oh the contrary, Sam. Archie is saner tiaan 
agar, (looking at hey oousln) ArenH you, Arohia? 
ARCHIE* Uh, yeah. . • Ah wuz, uh, • . 
PRISBIE. (thundering) Then what the hell were ya 
4#U*V>V-?•' 
ARCHIE* Well-1, uh •(At a loss for words sad an . 
explanation, h£ finally blurts) Ah wuz aotin*. • That's -
what Ah wuz doin*, . • satin*. 
FRISBIS# Aotia* kiada queer, if ya ask me* 
• ;; ARCHIS, Noypappy, . Ah wuz aotin* like in the 
';movies»v» v like Ah wuz on the stage, • . (turning to Its. 
pleadingly,) Wasn't I. Eva? 
UTA.v Yes, I guess you were* 
PRISBIS, What the hall kind of an sot was that? 
AfiOBIB. wily uh. . . 1 fumbling halnlaaaly again) 
WAV Arohie was playing the pert of Oedipus from 
gophoalog* Oadlpua Bex. 
FRX6BI1. He was playin* Those nhat? 
WA» sopheolea* Oadlpua rer. It*a en aaeiant Greek 
tragedy In whloh the main oharaoter, Oedipua, put* his eyes 
out on discovering that In lgnoranoe he had married his 
mother and killed hia father. 
AHCHp, Btat's it, pappy, (n£th a oar tain amount of 
unoonoaalad pleasure) And; when you case iaf All ms* icillin* v 
mah father* < going into hia aot) Opto biases, pappy t 
That'a what Ah said, go tamfy'V'i.-> 
IBXSBIS* Play sofitothlng also! You're liable ta gat 
• •• .• ' 1 •- . • v. ,.t-. .-vv.v =*.:•• •. 
^ * . 
ideas* - t T ' . 
ARCHX2, (meekly) Tea, peppy* 
: IMBMpk-;. Mpry#» mMa* tu£<]fk ia'thp Idtoha^ 
•n aat yosupper* 
' ARCHlk* Yes, pasST* (He exlta Into thekltohen.) 
(Johnson and Frlabia walk a gross the room to alt doiin 
Johnson sits down on & settee aloaa t|g souoh* _ yrlabia, . 
m. & « «'!«>?• walk. aoro»» to W. ibUi «mim 
OR the OOUOft. ) 
FRISBIS, (*armly) Well, weH, if it ain*t ths fair-
eat flower of the 8®at*u (%ra aaetaad* hay hand to him. g| 
takfrs her hand in 
WA* Hello, Sam. 
?BIS8138. How are ya, ®*a? Lasaaa look atohya. Evy, 
Is 
honey, each time I sea ya, you look— 
WAr -*ib©*8. ravishing than ever? 
7RISBIS. Now how 314 ya guess Ah#d say that? 
mA» (playfully) Arohie a a id it, ao 1 had a hunoh 
you would too. Whan it ooraea to aaying aioe things to me, 
yott:,Ffî iaip'"liav«:: a\.otoa*traok' mind* 
VmmM. (sitting down next to Ifa1 Yap* l&a father 
lika son. He may he aah son, but Ah ain't ashamed ta admit, 
Bvy, he*8 turnin* in ta be quite a boy, Archie is* Resembles 
aa «©ra and acta «wy dayf 
•• ;:. TO* laallyt' • 
VE&nXBt Tea ire© # But that aiaft all# Ta might be 
ijtts*9»ta& in knowln1 soaiethin* alaa., v  ̂
• iWu What," Saa? 
FBISBIS. Ya my be interested in knowin*, iva, 
(looking aignifioantly at har) Arohie»s in lore. 
WtA* Ha ia? 
fEiailsV (waggishly) He's got a hankerin* far a 
#«rtaia';gal:# .,»̂ r aai': he*a got It pmtiy bad*, 
IBI8BI2. Ha sure has. Any idea who that aertain gal 
57A. It*s difficult to tall* Archie knows so many 
gi*la* 
3TRISBIS, Well, hold yer breath, honey; that certain 
gal Is ' 
K7A. 0hf really? 
FRXSBIE• (with triumphant satisfaction) Ah knew 
youM be surprised. , » Yap, Arohia—xaah boy, Arohia— 
ho *8 orassy about ya, 8*a» 
(A memnta of »l>a8» .lap.., Afflae ̂ oh niabl. 
esali |£l£ M. ohswyg iw't pasalva rww«li» Jfcj> MM 
4as hit of Information.) 
fRXSBXS* (worriedly) Whatjs wrong, honey? 
KVA, I»a sorry, Sam. 
miSBZZ* Sorry? V*\t. 
SVA* The faot is, I'm far from balng In lorra with 
Afrohlo, ' - -v " 
•5 , • i- s V- : "'1 > ;• 3* •• v -/V. 
> - I&I8BXB* (astounded) Fir from—»t Tou ain*-t laflotro—| 
Bfit B*a, honey— H1«S MAH BOTI .JG; ' 
27A. 1 know, Sam. But that has nothing to do with it, 
one *ay «* •adtfcar* 
FRISBI35. wall oan ya boat that ! (Ha gate u& from 
tha ooueh and baglna paolng -about tha rooa furiously. matter- • 
im ag oaoaaloaal "oanya beatthat," Ha returns Sva 
sitting on tha Qoooh.) Ah*m mighty disappointed. i*»# o%hty -
diaappolntad. (Muttering to himaalf. h£ alto down once again.) 
Anothar thing, Eva. Ah*d like—Ah ataan—Arohie'd Ilka ta 
marry you* 
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IVA. I'm sorry about that, too, Sara* 
FRISBIE* Now, Ivy, don't tell me--
EVA* Surely, Sam, you didn't expect me to say I'd 
marry Arohie after telling you I'm not in love with him. 
FRISBIE* Maybe you ain't in love with *im, but heck, 
you c'n marry fim* He ain't that bad. He. , * HE'S MAH 
BOY. 
EVA. Please understand, Sam, my only requisite for 
getting married is being in love* 
FRISBIE* But Arohie c*n give ya everything, Ivy. 
Anything you take a fancy to, Just nam© it, and it's yours. 
And if yer worried 'bout lovin* *ia, give *im a chance. He*11 
grow on ya, wait and see* 
ETA. What if he won *t grow on me after I marry him* 
FRISBIE, (desperately) But Sva. HE C'N GIVE YA 
SIGHT MILLION DOLLARS. HOW MUCH OROWIN' DO TA WANT? 
EVA. I'm afraid not, 3m, and once again, I'm sorry. 
FRISBIE* Ya tell me you, ain't in love with *im and 
then ya say ya won't marry 'im. What're ya feelin* sorry 
•bout now? 
SVA. I apologize for letting you get this far, 
instead of telling you I suspected what you were going to 
say to me almost from the start* 
FRISBIE. You suspected? 
SVA* Yes. You see. . * while you were in the kitohen, 
• '.;;T'' 
Aroiil« proposed to me. : After I refused, he advanced the 
same argument and offered the amm inducements you Just 
414, jo- :7;/, : . • r,: i;'';:'' 
FRISBIE. He proposedto ya. Ah oughta wring Ma 
nedfc* 
STA. (wonderlngly) 'lifel̂ Jiis ne#k? Why? 
FRISBIE. The boy's gettin* outta hand, that's why. 
Ah told 'im ta keep his mouth Shut, and that Ah'd fix every­
thing. Where does he get off proposin'. Ah told *im Ah*d 
propose to ya* 
MA* Hon̂ tly, Sea, yoa're ifflppeeihlot 
JOHNSON• Oarefal, daughter. 
" • S7A» {ignoring hear father*® warning) 'men.are you 
going to glire Arohie the liberty to think for himself and 
aot on hie own? 
JOHNSON, (ourtly) Mind your own business, daughter. 
FRISBIB# l»et her be, Charles* That's what Ah like 
about your daughter* She's got spirit* Tesiree, she*s got 
a silM of *er own and she's got spirit* : 
SYA. If you admire those qualities so much, why 
don't. ŵourage the® im';.Arehiai ̂ 
' >Vp0B£jfe.; Theĵ re all right ll gals, Xry, but In# 
fcaht no Bon of mine to git uppity with 
me. (|n a mollifying tone) Heok, Evy, you make me sound 
like Ah* m Simon Legree treat in* aeto iron 111̂  a nigger 
*lav#, Ah give ,la plenty or leeway# 
IVA. You may not be a slave driver, Samg bat you 
are a l£rd and master ia year own right* 
iKXgBit* (good aaturedly) Aw. o'mon now. • 
• JOHHS0N. (Indignantly rising- from hla ohalr. facing 
Eva) fhat's enough. (to Sam) Don't mind her, San, If 
you let fcer, that daughter of mine*11 tell you how to run 
your home and raise your kids. 
(*ai**fg Ml ISM plaoatlngly towapdjroha-
aon) It's all right, Charlie, don't get sore# (to Eva) 
Well, sugar, if you think you c'a do a better Job on Archie, 
you* re welcome ta try. Aay time you think the boy's get tin' 
outta hand, thea yea go right ahead and put *im on the 
right track. Waddaya say? 
(Johnsoa sits down.) 
B7A» But Sam, I've less right thaa you to tell 
Arohie what" to do* 
yaiSBIS. What Ah meaa is—if Arohie o * a get a ehaace 
tathink for himself aad aot oa his own—do ya think. . * 
maybe* . .yoa o'a get ta respeot fim an' maybe even get ta 
lik# 
EVA* Well-1* . . oaybe. 
FRISBI2. Fine and daady* He'll be here alone with 
you folks, and sinoe you've been goia* ta college for a 
oouple of years, Styf ya might be able ta give *i» a helpia' 
hand. 
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S?A* Ho won't be quit© alone, Sam. 
FRISBIE. Not alone? Wkafldaya mean? 
JOHNSON. (qulokly) There'll be two other boys 
living wlt̂ i ust saa» ; 
-; tbx8bxe* . (the eagerness ana curiosity In hi a voice 
belying his words) *Course it ain't none a mah business, , . 
JOHNSON, The housing people at the university got 
in toueh with us a few weeks ago, Sanu Said their dormi­
tories were jam-packed, and unless some of the home owners 
in town rented 6ut some room, there'd be a lot of out-of-
town students who wouldn't be able to oome tblitile' university 
this year because they'd have no place to lite. Me and 
Mary—we weren't too tickled about the whole idea—but we 
finally decided to make room for two more. The only stip­
ulation we made was that the two boys be ex-@*X.vs« 
Mxmm.-Ah thinks it's a right fiae idea/charles— 
aiskis* room for some of the boys who were in the service. 
There ain't nothin* too good for those boys, Charlie, no-
sir ee, nothin*s too good for 'em. Where they all from? 
WA» ©n# is from Peahsyltaiiia and the other:rla ̂ trm ' 
Hew Yorfe% 
FRISHXS, Northern boys, eh? That don't matter none, 
Ah guessi Ah ain't prejudiced, (wagging his finger at Sva 
&& Jestful admonition) But dohf̂ yft̂ '̂ â3Ĵ ĥ  any of 
those slick, smooth-tongued Yankee boys, 'oause if you 
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do, Ah* 11 get emh granpeppy*s saber and go wipe out every 
city aad town no*th of the Mason-Dixon line# Yesiree, we 
licked *em onoe and we oan do it again* 
MA, How now, Sam, let*s not start another olvil 
war on jay a eoount • 
FRISBIE. Ah* 11 drop the atom boob on 'am, that's 
what Ah*11 do, 
(Arohie, finished with supper, enters the room fol­
lowed b£ Mary.) 
FfilSBIS. (in a civilized and almost fatherly tone) 
Through eatin* supper, eh, son? 
ARCHIE. Yes, pappy, (hesitating somewhat fearfully 
for a few seconds) Uh, pappy. . • 
FRISBIS, Yes, boy? 
ARCHIE• Now that Ah*m stqrtin* in at the university, 
Ah wuz wunderin'. . • uh. • . 
FRISBIE. (kindly) Speak up, son, speak up. 
ARCHIE. V/ell, pappy. « « what do you want nie ta 
study? 
FRI3BIS. (benignly) Well, now. . . what would you 
• * • ,«r-" " • • , 
like ta study? Deo id e f or yourself, son. 
Afî HIS. (amazed) What would Ah like ta. . . you 
feelin* all right, pappy? 
FRISBIiS. Just fine, soh. 
AROHIS. But pappy, you said you*d-~ 
FR3BBUS. (with mw%im Impatience) Ah said decide 
for yourself* Ah ain't year* * • your lord fn aaster* 
'• ' '•* ' ' 
ARCHIE. But pappy— 
raSBH. (rising from the oouoh, enraged) BAMUT, 
BOTS AH SAID DECIDE FOR TOURS 1LF. IW 13OT1E MAKB TIP TOUR 
om mm or ah*ll br.sa£ mm? mm m tot® mm* 
ARCHXS. (oowed) Tea, pappy, 
FHISBIE. atop aotia* like a* * * e well-trained dog* 
ARCHIE* Yes, pappy* 
FRISBIS. Hon reaember, son, any time you got aomethin 
on your mind, go ahead and do what you think is right* 
ARCHES* Tea, pappy* 
JfclSBIB. (taking hla »atoh from Ma Teat nootart and 
examining it) Well, * * tlae for m to he goin'* 
MART, Must you, Sam? 
FRI3BXS, fyraid so, Mary* Wanna get hotae before 
Grace gets ta worryln*. Ton know hom juapy she is 'bout 
fiah drlYin' at night, (as llary offers hla her hand) G'bye, 
Mary. 
MART* Goodbye, Sam. Cose again, soon* 
FRISBIJ2. Boon's Ah oan, Mary, (does to Charles and 
shakes hands with iim.) G'bye, Charles, . , Bye the bye, 
Charlie, how're you and that danged union gettin* on? Been 
havin' any labor trouble? 
JOHNSON. More then ever,Saa. How that they've got 
their 'iMKr'iv' OamBiiiMl't*o» *e® && one. week, 
than X used to get in years* First it was the lighting, the 
the toilets, now they're beginning to ory about wages— 
FRISBIE, Whatever ya do, don't let »ea waDc over ya» 
Charles* . 
„ JOHNSON. Hell, Sam, how can I prevent it? It I 
don't do as they aayt they'll qui* work, every laat one of 
•em, ana I just ©an*t afford to let thathappen, 
FRISBIS. If they start gettin1 tough, bust 'a® wide 
open# If they pull a strike, leaoe know and Ah'11 aead ya 
down 80/ae of mah boys# 
 ̂ Jowmu* I don't 'knoŵ .'aŝ ;̂ 
- ; - •?/MĴ what Ah,:«ay» Ghariea# In case ya hav« 
any trouble, jaah boya'll fcaow how ta handle things for ya, 
?a gotta aae the right technique* First, go get their lead­
ers* Soar© hell out of 'em, and if thbt don*t work give *es 
a goin» over that'll knock the fight out of *am onoe »n fer 
V all., And if the rest 're still stubborn hold out on ya* 
you go *n hire niggers ta dp the work. Thau wait »n aeei 
after a eouple of weeks your old hands111 ooae orawlin* 
baek to yst b̂ lh* for their jobs baok* Yeairee, there 
v't nothin' like lettin* *em go hungry for a while ta ' 
'«em see reason, 
nH3RS$tfv mm* • * laaybe you'reright, Sail* 
FRISBISf »Gourse Ah'ra right, There ain't no better 
way tahandle *®a» Any time you need me, you lemme know, 
Thanks, Saa. i*ll do that, 
(Friable goes to Bva. gallantly bidding her adieu in 
l̂ etty ameh »*m fashion he said hello,) 8'long. si«ar. 
And don't do anything Ah wouldn't do. 
W A .  (archly) Such as? . _ 
FRISBIE, (despite his joshing tone, he of oourse ia 
serious) Well, . , like goin' *n gettin' splteed ta some 
fella and breaking mh |p©or boy*a heart, 
I mightshatter whatever illusions you might 
have and dojust that, • • . i / t;-
FRISBIE, You give aah boy a ohanoejhoney, just give 
'iifi a ohanoe. -
ESTA, Goodbye, Saia, . 
FRI&BIS* (to Arohle) G'bye, son. Now you remember 
what Ah told ya, 
ARCHIB, Yes, pappy, Ah won't forget, 
(Friable goes to the door, aooompanied by Johnsoa. fife 
opens the door, a ad before leaving. he turns. f aoingevery- : 
oae,) Wall, g* bye.*3r*axl» Ifhay retorn his final farewell, 
after whioh ha axits,) 
MART, (to Arohie) Come, Arohie, I'll show you down­
stairs and help you unpack, 
ARCHXK.xSBlfciik you, ma* am, (Arohle picks up his suit* 
oases aad follows Mary downstairs to the basaaeat,) 
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'3*0|IHSOH. (walking toward the staircase) Guess It's 
tiffli I was gait log to W<S. 
S7A. Goodnight, dad. 
JOHNSON. Goodnight, daughter. 
('tot as her father Is about halfway up the stair-
case) Dad. 
_ JpHpGH. What is It? 
KVA. I know how you've alleys felt about my trying to 
advise you about the mill, dad, but— 
JOHNSON. (heatedly) The way I've always felt is still 
the my I feel. Any time I want your advice I'll ask for it. 
MA, If it's your policy not to take advice, I do wish 
you'd apply it to Sam, as veil* 
JOHHSON. Sam's different, Ife're both business nen and 
we both have the same problems• If he's had more experience 
handlin' workers and strikes, I might profit by it. 
I?A, But Sam still thinks workers are his natural born 
enemies. He doesn't have any qualms about being brutal and 
shedding blood• Whenever he lets his "boys" loose on them he 
thinks he's doing his patriotic duty in defending the south 
and everything it means to him. If he ever gave in to his 
workers and let them have a ten-oent-an-hour raise, he'd think 
it's one step toward the desecration of southern white woman­
hood. I know Sam, dad. When it comes to dealing with oertain 
probleias he hasn't grown up. He probably never will* 
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JOHNSON, (sarcastically) You know San. . , You know 
Sasi's problem, . • There ain't a heck of a lot you don't 
knew, is there? 
WA. I guess this ia when our conversation® usually 
.end? . 
JOHNSON. As far as I'm concerned it should never have 
begun• The mill is my business, end like I said before, when 
I want your advice, I'll esk for it# 
m. But dad— 
JOHISOH. For the last tiise, I've heard enough! And 
for the last tiae. &oodniftht> 
Ma, Goodnight, dad, (Johnson continues his way up-
foUoiroa br Bva'a sad, troublad £Bie. On inarlat th« 
bedroom door ahut. Ma we Iks slowly to the oagazlne stand. 
pleas U£ a mafia glne and bcglna to read. a>tg megenta she 
is startled by e hasm-ar pounding on the wall downstairs* Short­
ly afterwards» the door to the baaaaant opana and Mary enters.) 
S7A. What's happening downstairs, Mother? 
MARY. Archie brought some pictures with hJUa, dear. 
afhen I left he was nailing them on the well. 
WA. Really? I didn't know Archie wes that artisti­
cally inclined* 
MARY, (dubiously) Well, I don't know if you'd call 
those pictures "art," exactly. All the ones I saw were photo­
graphs, • . of women. . . rather scantily dressed worsen, I'© 
afraid. 
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(aftor a series of ear-splitting blows) Good 
heavens I X hope he gets through before he hammers the wells 
down. 
MARY, (listening, concerned) I hope so, too. But I 
don*t know* 1 was helping him unpack and in one of his suit-
oases all he had was a toothbrush and soa® toothpaste* The 
rest of it was filled to the brim with those—those pictures. 
HVA. Good grief. A whole suitoase full of pinups. 
MARY. I do think it*s rather odd. And then there 
were those binoculars. 
WA* Binoculars? 
MARY. X also unpaged a pair of binoculars. When 1 
saw them, frankly, X was curious* X asked his what he used 
the® for and— 
EVA. What did he say? 
MARY. He didn't say anything. He—he just winded at 
ilijt W0 • • 
1 im. Oh, he did, did he. 
MARY. Now X*m more curious than ever, whatever do 
you think he»d be doing with binoculars, JBva? 
B?A. Maybe they com© in handy when he looks at his 
pictures. 
I4ARY. Well he laust use the® for something, (after a 
few aonents of contemplation) Oh, well, boys will be boys, 
I guess. Maybe there's just no point in trying to figure out 
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everything about thoja, 
SVA* Much less about Cousin Archie. 
MARY, (sighing) Perhaps you're right dear. (begin­
ning to waUc apross the room to the kitchen) I'd batter 
start in on the dishes. 
ira. Don't bother, mother. You're done enough today* 
Qo to bed, and I'll take ears of the dishes. 
MARY. About the boys, Bva— 
SKA* Don't worry about thea. They ought to be here 
any .minute. Mien they arrive I'll show them doisnstairs. 
MARY. Very well, then. (She «aHai toward the atalr-
oaae. At the foot of it jh£ turns and faces gfs.) I left 
easts sandwiches and pie on the kitchen table and there's 
coffee left, too. They might be hungry by the tim they get 
here* 
8fA« Yes, mother. 
MRY, Thank you, dear. Goodnight, 
WA, Goodnight, iaother. 
(toy goes upataiya. leaving Eva sitting with her jig* 
a sine, trying to read. Unfortunately, however, having 
Archie*a fierce hammer blows to contend with, she finds read-
lag wall nigh impossible. She finally rlsea frost her chair. 
goes to the baaeaent door, opens it and shouta to Arohie 
downstalrs.) Archie, (no response froci the baaeraent as the 
hammering continues. Era shouts louder) Arohiet (the blows 
ARCHIE. Is that you, Eva? 
EVA. Yes. Good heavens, Archie, what are you doing 
down there? 
ARCHIE. Ah*a nailin* mah women to the wall. 
EVA. Must you be so noisy about it? 
ARCHIE. Ah'rn sorry, honey. Ah* 11 try *n be more 
quiets — 
EVA. I wish you would. Haven't you run out of pic­
tures yet? 
ARCHIE. Run outta pictures? Heck, no, Ah'm runnin* 
outta walls# 
EVA. Well, please try to be more quiet. 
ARCHIE. All right, Eva—honey. 
(Eva returns to her chair, picks up the magazine and 
begins to read. ?or all of a, few moments, Archie, true to 
his word, has kept the hammering down to steady, but faint 
tapsi little by little, however, the taps Increase in volume 
until they reach a crescendo and from there are maintained 
at double fortissimo. Aware of the futility of it all. Eva 
puts down the magazine, gets up and goes toward the kitchen. AMMMIM mmmmim «MWM» • iMwMkw mrnmmmmmmmmmm HMNM 
As she is about to open the kitchen doer, there are three 
loud hammer blows heard coming from downstairs, shortly fol­
lowed by three distinct raps on the door, and then silence. 
Eva stops short and turns around. She looks dubiously from 
the basement door to the outside door. Discounting the 
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possibility of there being anyone at the outside door, she 
turns and walks toward the kitehen onoe again* At the thresh­
old of the kitchen door, there is a repetition of three bangs 
coming from downstairs, followed by three knooks on the out-WMMMMMMMMiMb mmmmmmmmm mmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmrnmmmm w immmammimmmmmmimmmmm MNHH MMMIMMIWI* WMMIMWMXM WM! mmmmmmrn mmmrnmmm 
side door, followed by silence* Eva retraces her footsteps, 
looking first toward the outside door and then the basement. 
Her doubts and Indecision are ended when three very loud knooks 
are heard coming unmistakably from the outside door. From 
here on* the knocking from the basement subsides and then 
ceases completely* Eva goes quickly to the door and opens 
it. In the doorway are the two young men whose arrival was 
expected, Mel Philips and Joe Curtis, 
MEL* Is this the Johnson residence? 
57A* Yes, it is. I guess you two are Mel Philips and 
Joe Curtis* 
MEL. That's right* 
£7A* Come in* (They enter the room, suitcases in 
hand.) I'm afraid I'm your entire reception committee* 
Mother and dad have gone to bed. I'm Eva Johnson* 
MEL. How do you do. I'm Mel Philips. 
JOB. I'm Curtis, Say, you had us worried for a while. 
We were about ta give up knocking and go home, 
EVA, I'm sorry about not coming to the door sooner. 
You see, you weren't the only one knocking* 
JOE. Whaddaya mean? 
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ETA* You were getting competition from the basement. 
JOS, Competition? I don't get it. 
ETA. Well, just as you began knocking on the door, 
my cousin, Archie, was busy hammering on the walls downstairs. 
i 
Between his hammering and your knocking, I became a bit con­
fused. I wasn't sure which was which. 
MIL. He must hare been doing some strenuous hammering. 
ETA. As a matter of fact, he was strenuously engaged 
in "nailin* his women to the wall," as he put it. 
JOS. If he can compete with our knocking all the way 
from downstairs, it must have been pretty rough on his women, 
ETA, Oh, I don't think he was making them suffer, 
The women are his pinups. You see, Archie's starting college, 
and he'll be living with you downstairs. He arrived a little 
while ago, and so he was setting up house. 
MEL. I guess it's time we were doing the same. 
(pointlng at the basement door) Is that the door? 
ETA. That's the door. But before you go downstairs, 
how about having a bits to eat? * # V 
MIL. (hesitating) Well, we wouldn't want to— 
JOE. Let's say yes before the young lady changes her 
•mind. I'm-stewed,#-
ISK.. Thanks, Eva. 
ETA. You two make yourselves at home. I'll be baok 
in a jiffy, (goes to kitchen) 
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(Mel and Joe take chairs and sit down. Joe stretches 
his legs full length In front of him, takes out a cigarette. 
He lights It and puffs at it wearily, languidly.) 
JOI. Boy, I#m sure glad the trip's over. (looking 
around the room) Hmm, not a bad place the Johnsons have* 
(looking toward the kltohen) Hot a bad lookin* daughter 
îtheTi : 
MEL* Not bad at all, 
JOS. The house or the daughter? 
terei i. Both 
(Eva reenters the room from the kltohen. carrying a 
tray of food and coffee.) 
JOS. That was fast. 
EVA. Mother had everything all ready and Halting. I 
hope I wasn't interrupting anything. 
MEL. Joe and I were just commenting on what a nice 
home you have. 
EVA. Thank you. 
JOS. And also what a good lookin* daughter the John­
sons have. 
EVA. You're very observant> Mr:*. Curtis. 
" MSL. Mer both are. 
tJW removes the food from the tray on to the table.) 
EVA. Soup's on# Come and get it. 
(Mel and Joe eaoh bring a chair and set thata next to 
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the table. Era brings one for herself which had been stand­
ing close by, and they all sit down. While Mel and Joe begin 
to eat. Eva pours ooffee for everyone,} 
MEL. Are you going to the university, Eva? 
SVA. Yes, I am, 
MEL. What are you studying? 
SVA. Sociology, and you? 
MEL, Journalism, 
SVA, What about you, Joe? 
JOE, Excuse my Philistinism. I'm gonna take up Law, 
SVA. But there*s nothing the matter with— 
JOS, The hell there ain't, for me Law stinks. 
SVA. Then why don't you study something else? 
JOS. 'Cause I'm practical, that's why. The way I 
figure it, there must be at least two kindsa people goin* 
ta college, the same people ya meet everywhere ya go. First 
there's the practical Mnd—the people with both feet on 
the ground—the people who know the score, 
MEL. (good-humoredly) Like Joe, 
JOE. Exactly. And then ya got the starry-eyed 
suckers—the ones with a lotta ideals. Now take you, for 
instance. What makes you so interested in Sociology? 
SVA. There are a lot of unfortunate and underprivi­
leged people in our society. I've always wanted to do 
something to help them. 
JOS, Well good for you, 'Course ya know, takin* a 
lotta case histories of a bunoha poor slobs livin* on the 
other side of the tracks and all the other things you people 
do helpin* society won't net you a pot a* beans when it 
oomes to dollars and cents. 
IVA, No, I guess it won't. But that doesn't worry 
me, particularly* 
JOE. (protesting sarcastically) Worry you? Perish 
the thought. It doesn't worry you, and it ain't gonna worry 
Mel. {to Mel) Will it, Mel? 
MEL, We've discussed that pretty thoroughly, Joe, 
I haven't changed my mind since this afternoon, 
JOS, No, I guess not. (to Eva) X met Mel on the 
train on the way down here. We got to talkin* and pretty 
scon he got around ta teHln' me it wasn't gonna worry him, 
either. Mel's gonna write flaming editorials one day. 
That's gonna be his way of helpin* the unfortunate and 
underprivileged. So what if ya can't shake a stick at the 
newspapers in this country that 're interested in progress 
and reform instead a* preservin* the dear old status quo. 
If ya think that's gonna worry Mel ya got another guess 
oomin*, Just give 'im a job dn the Kalamazoo Bugle, give 
'im three square meals a day and a roof over his head and 
he'll be happy as a kitten, as long as he can write those 
editorials of his. 
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EVA. Oan deluded people like Mel and me—people who 
have Ideela they'd like to do something about»*oan we expect 
any sympathy at all from you, Joe? 
JOE. Now don't get me wrong* Some a* my best friends 
are people with ideals. They're nice people. But like I 
said—they're suckers. 
EVA. The way you talk, . . it all makes me wonder. . . 
Do you mind if I ask you something? It might be a bit per­
sonal. 
JOI, I don't have a sensitive bone in my body, if 
that's what's worryin* ya. At yer service. 
SVA, Everything you've said, . . has that always 
been your philosophy? Or is it possible that at one time 
you, too, were one of those—suckers with ideals, . . but 
that since then you've. . , well. , . become disillusioned? 
JOS. You're beginning to get the idea, Miss Johnson. 
All except for one thing. When once you've been a suoker 
and then one day you decide to stop being a suoker, you don't 
become disillusioned; you wise up, 
ETA, What was it that made you—wise up? 
JOS. Well* • , it's kind of a long story, I told 
Mel all about it on the train, (to Mel) I hate ta bore 
you, pal, and make ya listen to it again. 
MEL. You don't bore me, Joe. Go right ahead. 
JOE. first 1*11 let ya in on a little secret. It 
probably don*t matter if people know about it now} later on 
it might. The secret is, my name alnft Curtis, it*s 
Kaminski. Kamlnsk̂ s a Polish name* Around thirty years 
ago that's where my folks came from—Poland, Back in the 
old country my old man heard that in the United States of 
America all people needed to live decently was ambition 
and a strong back; if you*re willing to work, ya got work. 
Plenty a * jobs for everybody. And when ya worked, ya made 
the kind of money nobody in the old country ever dreamed of 
gettln*. On top a* this there was something else ya got, 
too, something pretty important to my old man. That was 
freedom. To him it meant freedom to do as ya pleased as 
long as ya didn't step on the next guy. And it also meant 
freedom from a lotta people who*d like to do as they pleased 
to you. My old nan—he had the requisites all right—he had 
the ambition, he had the muscles and he had pride. And so 
the Kaminskis migrated to Pennsylvania, U. S. A. There was 
my old man, my mother and my older brother who was just a 
kid. My old man got a job in the coal fields. Oh, it was 
great go in* for a while. My folks got ta thinkin* what a 
wonderful country ta raise kids. Pretty soon I came along 
and after me my sister. Little Joey and little Jeanie—the 
Kaminski's two shining symbols of a brave new life in a 
brave new world. Glory Halelujah. Then one day—just like 
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that (he simpa his fingers) —the barrel went ta pieces. 
It was the day they brought home what was left of my old 
man. Be was just about blows to kingdom cone la an explosion 
in the Mae. Acid so ended the brave new life* After that 
the goin* got pretty rough, the reason was a lack of that 
certain something that means everything in this country— 
aoney. My brother, Mike, was just old enough to peddla 
newspapers# My kid sister was only a baby. And I was at 
that awkward age where even the oaglest employers hadda bide 
their time before they oould get around to exploiting ray 
labor. And so it was mostly up to my mother* Somehow we 
managed to squeak through those years• 'Course, when it 
Game ta things like shoes *n suits *n dresses *n coats. • • 
well, . • the Kaminski wardrobe would* ve been enough ta make 
Adolph Menjou tear his moustache out. But pretty soon every­
thing was gonna be OK, my mother kept sayin*, Hike was 
growin* up and so was I, and we*d be takin* the old man's 
place as breadwinners in the family. Prosperity was Just 
around the corner* Every inch Mike and I grew brought us 
that much closer to it. But my mother was wrong. Prosperity 
never came, 'cause when my brother grew up, insteada becomin* 
a breadwinner, he got an attack of what cynical people like 
me call idealitis, Insteada gettln* a steady job and helpin* 
my mother pay for the food *n rent, he'd keep teLlln* us 
that what was happenin* to the ksminskis in Pittsburgh was 
happenln1 to people all over the place* AM so he wasn*t 
gonna be selfish and spend all his time norkin* just ta 
help his family. • • oh, no, • • he was gonna work and fight 
for all the Kaiainskls,; from Pittsburgh to Tliabucktoo, Among 
other things, Mike became a orackarjeck labor organizer* 
He used to be away from home for months on end* When he 
got back all he had ta shew for It was a couple a* xaoro 
notohes in his skull and a tm less teeth—all for the great­
er good »n glory of organlzin* *n sducatln* the workln* class* 
A lotta new bruises for aa ta take oare of but not a dime ta 
help *er pay the rent* It was pretty much the same story 
till 1936, when the civil war broke out in Spain, Mike didn't 
waste any time get tin' lata that one. Even before m could 
get around to trying to make *im aee reason, he had his bags 
peeked and was on his way over ta fight for the loyalists* 
He became a machine gunner in the Abraham Lincoln battalion* 
A few months before the Republic went under we got word he 
was killed* After the war I met one of his battalion buddies 
In Pittsburgh* He told me I oughta be proud to *ve had Mike 
fer a brother, because he died a here*.- It seems Mike was 
all alone cover in* a retreat with his machine gun. The last 
this guy saw of ' lm was when a bunch of Franco %ors finally 
broke through and started hackly* *im ta bits with their 
butcher knives• Yep. • * it must *ve been a greet fight, * , 
becomin' a hero for the greater good *n glory of Spanish 
democracy. Too bad he ain't alive ta appreciate how much 
good it did. The dumb sucker, 
EVA. (moved, rising from her chair) Good LordI 
You're not even huraan. He was your own brother, # • and 
now he's dead. . • How can you talk about him that way! 
70S*--Uaybe-1 got good reason talkin* about %im that 
way. 
SVA# Good reason! Mike wasn't my brother, but to 
me he's a hero, too. Your "good reason" is probably just 
as twisted and oynioal as everything else you've been say-
lag# 
JOB. (attempting to retain his calm) I started out 
by tellin* ya my name's Kaminski, not Curtis. Alntoha inter­
ested in the rest a* my story? 
ETA, I think I've heard enough. 
70S. {attempting nonchalance) OK, sister. . . no 
hard feelings. (He goes to where his suitcase is standing. 
picks it U£ and walks to the basement door. Turning around. 
he faces JSva) It's also a cryin* shame Mike ain't alive ta 
know Miss peaches complexion thinks he's a hero, (giving 
her the once over) He would*ve liked that, well, excuse 
me, folks. I'm dyin' ta see what Archie's got in the line 
a' pinups. (He goes downstairs.) 
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$VA. (She sits down. For & few moments she stares 
mutely down on the tablecloth. And then, sheepishly and 
perhaps a trifle embarrassed.) I'm afraid the reception 
committee didn't give Mr. Kaminski a very wars welcome. 
MEL. In view of the high ideals of the reception 
committee, he probably got the welcome he deserved. 
WiU I wonder, (pause) Mel# 
MEL. Yea? 
MA* iould it have made much difference if I had 
heard the rest of the story? 
MEL. Perhaps I'd better tell you the rest of it and 
let you decide for yourself. According to what Joe told me 
on the train, after his brother was killed, it seems that 
for a while Joe worshiped Mike's memory, and so he decided 
to step Into Mike's shoes. He became active in the labor 
movement, and like his brother he used to be away from home 
for pretty long stretches at a time, leaving his mother and 
sister to fend for themselves as best they could. After a 
while, his mother̂ s health broke down, and she baoarae pretty 
much of an invalid. From then on, earning a living, looking 
after Mrs. Kaminski and keeping house was all on his sister's 
shoulders. From what I gathered, Joe and his sister were 
very much attached to one another# Shortly before the war 
broke out, she died. Joe said it was her death, more than 
anything, that made him change his philosophy and give up 
everything he used to believe in and fight for, 
W&» (sympathetically) Oh, . „ I am sorry about his 
sister. But still, , . what did her death have to do with 
his changing? 
MSL, When Joe's sister wad young, her heart was 
pretty badly damaged by an attack of rheumatic fever. The 
r • r 
doctor® said she could have lived a normal life span after 
that if she avoided hard work and worry. But with Joe away 
most of the time, that was easier said than done* She 
worked during the day trying to make ends meet and to make 
enough money to pay for the doctor bills and medicine for 
her invalid mother. And then at night she'd come home and 
be Mrs, Eaminski's nurse. The combination was Just too 
rugged, and it finally got the better of her. Joe was in 
California when he got word his sister had a breakdown and 
didn't have much longer to live. He came home as soon as 
he could. She died a couple of weeks after he got back. 
The day she died was the day Joe and his ideals about asking 
a better world began to part company. Joe's convinced he 
killed his own sister, , , that if it hadn't been for his 
socigl consciousness which prevented him from taking care of 
things at home, she'd still be alive today, 
2VA, But what happened to his sister had everything 
to do with the things he believed in. If we ever get the 
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kind of world Jo© fought for and his toother died for, it 
will be the kind of world in whioh sick people won't ha Ye to 
work t hens elves to death trying to make ends meet# He'd want 
to have that world more than ever now, after what's happened 
to his own family* 
MEL. That's exactly what I told hi® on the train# He 
didn't agree. Just about the only moral Joe wants to get 
from the tragedy of the Kaainskis is that you don't have 
the right to fight for everybody else's happiness and well 
being at the expense of sacrificing the happiness of the ones 
you love* 
WA,  Is his mother still living? 
MIL. She died about the same time his sister did* 
EVA. How that there's no one left, what's to prevent 
him from carrying on? 
MKL, Be said he's decided to give up going all out 
for other people* He thinks it's time Kaminski adopted the 
psychology of Mr. Average American and go all out for 
Karainski* 
17A* X see* • . Why did he change his name? 
MKL* Joe doesn't want to have any strikes on him in 
his campaign to become a big success in life. He thinks 
Counselor at Law Curtis looks more appealing on a name-
plate than Lacilnski. 
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E?A* »hat#« the oattfr witĥ  Eiualiiakî  
MEL. It sounds too Polish to suit Joe. Joe's been 
around, and he*a heard too many nasty adjectives in front of 
the word Polack to make him feel it's smart to be Kaminski, 
if you oan be something else with a healthy Angl-Saxon ring 
to it* foe i»n*t going to overlook a thijag. 
——~ SVA« I guess he's prettyf ar gone, -isn't -he? - -
MEL. Something happened on the train which makes me 
wonder about that. Joe and I were having lunoh in the dining 
eat* There was an old Southern gent sitting at our table* 
He was pretty crabby and finicky, and there didn't sea® to 
be anything the waiter could do to please him. The situa­
tion kept getting worse until finally the oil orab belled 
the waiter a duaib nigger. Joe didn't say anything, but by 
the way X saw him look at that old man, I thought any minute 
the Kaminski volcano was goihg to blow sky high. When we 
finished eating and got up to leave, Joe's elbow sent the 
coffee pot right into the old man's lap, I don't think It 
wsvaa;.aeeideiit# ' . / 
EVA. But the way he talks— 
vm aet so sure we ought to jttdge him by the 
way he talks* I've got a hunch that behind the oynloal 
' talk̂ the tî /©iP';:ideelltis' etill smoulders. ' • 
(£& a IllBBt* i£ SE SSL BfiifiS. iS S»Ll SBi £2S!i 
oonTMMtion. hfu»a«rtng j£ SSSi SBStfi feeara ojatsa S&S 
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baaaaant, lgud enough to be audible but sa£t aooufih so ae 
not to obscure Mel's and Bva*® dialogue. Following Mel,s 
liH £B222hs £̂2£ m M JgfiaS'£B» mb& 
Archie, terrified, runs lato the living room. He is follow*' 
£§ Into the rooa b£ Joe# jfche latter holding a haagaer in hie 
hand. Archie runs alwost to Ĵ e opposite end of the rooa. 
Joe does ̂aot̂  pursue Arohle bat stops within e short dlatanoe 
of the baaeaent door. Hel and Eva are Just about equidistant 
between the two. Both iva and Mel rise from their chairs.) 
2VA, Good heavens! that*a going on? 
ARCI3IS. (pointing at Joe) He's tryln* «a kill ae. 
MA» Kill yottl 'V 
AliOHIE. He said he was gonna haataer cash brains out. 
JOS. I was in bed tryin* *a get some sleep, when 
this pin-up maniac starts hammer in* again# i told ,lm In a 
aloe way 1 was tired and wonted *a get some sleep. But ha 
goes right on hamering. 
ARCHIE. (pleading hit case with tm and Mel) But 
Ah told »ia Ah*d be through la a jiffy. That wuss mh last 
pinup. 
JOE. "Through la a jiffy," ray foot* I told ya ta 
keep quiet. Sare*s yer hammer. (He tosses the hammer dawn 
on the nearest ohalr.) And if you oosae down and start usin» 
it again tonight, so help maf 1*11 wring yer lousy aeek. 
(Arohle Involuntarily puts his hand to his neok. Joe turns 
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bapqaenfr dogr. About to go M52ME£> M 
1«IS& »3B£ fframplgd paper l&̂ qhle'adlraotlon.? 
And Sera's Betty enable, (Joe goes dowpstalra. violently 
slamming the basement dopy,) 
ARCHIE. (finally) Mow what do ya think1a the matter 
with him? 
MEL. I think he's fighting the battle of Kaninski 
versus Curtis. 
ARCHIS. iDMW II flrat of ttl8 MCtWlO Wag. at 
2ssfj| rtaark. A*oMe, waarrXt ie&o aoU»n Si &£ 52£l 
rushes to theohair ££ whloh the hammer I& lying and *laks |t 
uj2..) Boy, it was a battle all right* X had th« hammer in 
this hand. (demoaatrates) than ha grabbed myara. (demon­
strates) Than Z kiokad »ia In tha shins, (demonstrates) 
Than he grabbed thehamaer. (demonstrates) Than Ah ran 
upstairs. Then he— (T|a somewhat bjgarra explanation bZ 
HU M M his own query ofwfaat eould M ffim 3̂ M £SS# 
auddaaly dawns on Arabia. Ke elowix ŵ iks towaj?d u*U Jg£l 
aalgloally) What did you say? 
> usl* i said he was fighting tha battla of itaainski 
versus Curtis. 
ASCBIE. (dumbfounded) Hu|fr' 
•-'ll|l4:Vx*V"̂  part of ay hunoh. Kaainski hasn't 
thrown in̂ o«al yat j but right now he's taking an awful 
• '  ' • ,  .  i . "  '  '  :  •  V .  •  V -  "  ' V - .  " •  - ' .  • • -  - .  - •  • *  • „ - • . •  '  • • • • ' . •  
beating. Why, heokr man it's the battle oftheeentary. 
ARCHIE. (retreating a step or two froa Mel, Loo» 
lag at Sjgu) say, * * what*® the setter with hicip !»•? 
(revertlag a saapjeloug and somewhat fearful gas® baofc at 
Mel) la he crazy, too? 
ACT II 
GCENS I 
It le two months later# The ourtain opens on the 
basement room wherein reside Archie, Joe gM Mel. The 
ffills are of course completely ooTered with Archie's pin­
ups* At left, there Is a double decker bed, occupied by 
Mel and Joe# At right, as Is only befitting Cousin Archie»s 
station at the Johnsons. stands a handsomer and mere com­
modious bed. Heart to Archie18 bed Is the basement window, 
whloh 1» aeen oxtanaing from the floor. wlndo* Jj& 
sufficiently above the level of the ground so as to enable 
Arohle. with comparatively little difficulty, to engage In 
hla favorite pastime of Inspecting tho rooms of the girls* 
dormitory through his binoculars. A sink, over which hangs 
a mirror, la at oentar rear. The door leading uytalra la 
to Ĵ he left of the sink. At right rear, shower curtains 
indicate the entrance tg> a shower. ££ the curtain rises 
Joe Is seen stretched out on the upper deck of the bed at 
left. He la reading aloud from tha oollega caper. Tha Rebel. 
Mel is stretched out on the lower part of the bed. He Is 
smoking. Archie is enfiafied 1& hU favorite pastime. Ail 
present are either more or less or completely, dressed. 
JOS. (In reading from The Rebel. his delivery con­
sists of a mixture of sarcasm, which frequently f.Ivob way 
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H 1 toae of deep feeling and conviction at what he lg, 
reading.) "• . . And so the lnquistion has finally arrived 
at this university. The views of Professor Bradley have 
run afoul of the philosophy of the Amerioan Legion, a phil­
osophy whioh maintains that a good American smst either be 
oonservative or reactionary, but a liberal believing in 
progress and reform is bound to be a stooge of Moscow. To 
those of us who are convinced of the injustice of the 
charges of un*Amerieanisffl leveled by the Amerioan Legion 
against Professor Bradley; to those of us who feel that 
Interference with academic freedom is totally unwarranted 
by any group whatever, there is no time to lose in asking 
our voioes heard and bringing pressure to bear* A meeting 
of all students wanting to defend Professor Bradley and pro­
test against American Legion bigotry, will be held in the 
men's gymnasium tomorrow afternoon at four. Let us set en 
example for students to follow throughout the country* In­
stead of cringing before the opposition, let us show how 
students of this university have enough strength of their 
liberal convictions to be willing to stand their ground and 
fight for them." (Joe emits an ominous whistle.) Wait*11 
Johnson sees this. Coming from one Gf his boarders no less. 
MBL. iuite a coincidence, Isn't it? 
JOE* It *8 terrific, Charles Johnson*s ready ta 
start another civil war ta get Bradley fired, and Kel Philips 
is doin* his best ta save Bradley's Geek, How does it feel, 
livin* under the same roof with yer arch-enemy? 
MIL. Let*s not jump to such drastic conclusions* 
JOS. I don't say I'm a fortune teller# But you 
.Just mark ray words. In oase Johnson ever had any sympathy 
for you and your nasty radical ideas—which I doubt—after 
readin* this, he'll start treatin* ya like poison around 
here. 
MEL. Oh, well, . . maybe you're right, 
JOS. I hate ta worry ya, but I'm afraid I am# 
(garcaatically) Yer an enemy of the American Legion. And 
everyone knows that's the same as beln* a traitor to the 
United States. 
MEL. But I'a an ex-01. I've got a nasty wound to 
prove it. 
JOS. Kx-GI or no ex-GI• 
MIL. My great-grandfather was with Grant, straight 
through to Appoxnatox. 
JOE. That'd sure go over big in the state of 
Georgia. Johnson's great-grandfather was probably with 
Lee. 
(There are a few moments of sllenoe.) 
MIL. I wonder what Sva's going to think. 
JOS. (fiercely) What the hell difference does it 
make what she thinks. You stick to yer guns. Start worryin' 
what a lousy woman thinks and you*11 be stllln* out on yor 
Meals faster *n a two-bit "whore'll sell her body» 
1121,. (having gotten to knov? Joe ^ell enough not to 
be espeolally gurprised by this outburst« seemingly so un­
typical of Joes tauntingly) Sinoe when did you start 
worrying about people giving up their ideals? 
JOS. (taken aback) Well. • » I# , , I Just thought 
I'd better tell ya, 'oause I— (angrily) Ah, shut up. 
(after m few moments of tense alienee) Say, 
Joe. 
JOS. Yeah? 
USL* How about eoialng to that meeting tomorrow 
afternoon? 
(heatedly, shouting) Awt sen it, will ya. I 
ain't goin* ta no meeting, 
MEU (getting out of bed and standing next to Joe.) 
What*s eating you, Joe? first you get hot and bothered 
beeause you're afraid 1*11 leave Professor Bradley in the 
luroh. And then when I ask you to cone to the meeting, you 
juap. down ay throat. . . What are you running away from, 
Joe? 
JOE. (his anger mounting) who's tellln* y© I'm 
runnin* away from anything? 
MEL. You're telling me. Running away Is written 
all over everything you say, just as plain aa A B 0. I've 
known you long enough, Joe. And 1 know da an well that deep 
down the way you feel and the way you think is anything hut 
what you pretend to he* 
. JDS. (Jumping out of bed and confronting Mel* His 
unooatrollabla rage causes Archie to deelet froa his favor-
Its pastime and gâ e apfrahanalTaly at his roo—»f.) Can 
it, X saill 
JCIJu# Cur tie is going one way and Eamiasicl is going 
another* Why don't you give yourself a ohanoe and follow 
Kaminski. In ease you've forgotten, he's the one with jom 
soul. 
JOE. In ©ase you've forgotten I said mind your own 
business** 
MIL. How oan you tell when someone starts whoring 
on his ideals—frost your own experience? 
JOE. Why you— (Be slaps Mel's faoe.) 
AI0BII* Caulokly intervening before any damage Is . 
done) Heyl low whadaya y'all wanna fight for? If any­
thing happens to you fellas, who's gonna help me with &ah 
Algebra? 
jOS. (goin« back to bed and replying to Arehie in 
.. , immmrnmrnimm mtmmmmmm mmrnm mmmtmm fmmmmm' mi—i MMMmimw WM 
a manner intended to relieve 111 feeling) That's right, 
kid, I never thought a* that* 
M*L,;. (aooeptlng Joe's oue, as he, tog, goes bagk to 
bed) All right, Arehie. Joe and I promise not to fight* 
for your sake. 
AKGHIS. Thanks, fellas, Ah knew y'ell wouldn't let 
as down* fArehie returns to his binoculars end hie position 
at the window.) 
(finally) 3sy, Mel. 
' ' MSL* What?'"' 
JOB, Sorry I lost my head# 
JUL. Ho damage done. If you would have said it 
hurt you worse than it did m$ Ifd ttke your word for It# 
JOS. Ho hard feelings? 
MEL. Forget it. (to Ai'Qhie) How are the women, 
Arehie? 
AE0HIS. (with an Impatient gesture of dismissal) 
Don't bother m now, Mel. . , Ah'm busy, 
(While Joe and Mel look on. Arehie is Intent and 
absorbed at his post of observation. After a few momenta. 
M BSiS. a& i& ai5ffil£. throxlofi kha glaM»» Im on the 
tea.) 
AH chi I. Damn. • . Damn *ea. Ah just ean't figure 
'em out* Can*t figure 1em out nohow, 
JOS. What's eatin* ya» kid? 
archie. some a* them gals over at the dorm. 
JOS* What's wrong? Won't they cooperate? 
aROHII. Some of fam will and some of 'em won't. 
Funny thing is. Ah o'n nevah figure out whioh ones will 
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and which ones won't. 
MEL* fell, give yourself time, You»re only a 
lower freshman. You've still got four years. 
ARCHIE. this* 11 sound orazy to you fellas, hut Ah'll 
he danged if it ain't the truth, (He sits down on his bed.) 
The gals who never pay no mind ta pullin* down the window 
shades, funny thing is, they're the goody-goody gals on the 
campus. But these other gals—-the ones who pull down the 
shades Just *s soon as they oorae inta the room—Ah know 
damn well—they're the biggest whores, (shaking his head. 
® vacant *g& ttneoaprsheading look in his eyes) Ain't 
• feiaales nysterlous? f" 
JOE. Hot, all of 'em. Ya gotta be bliM not ta !|e 
able ta see through a lot of »ea around here, 
ARCHIE* See in' through ,'wu Heok, Ah got enough 
trouble see in* what they look like from the outside, 
JOB, I used ta thiakthere were two kinds of people 
goin» ta oollege. First, ya've got the stuaents who wanna 
get ahead in the world and go ta school ta study something 
praotioal. And then ya hare—-if Mel*11 excuse the expres­
sion—the starry-eyed idealists who come ta oollege ta get 
a beautiful liberal eduoation so they oan go out and make 
the world into one big Utopia# Now I've found a third 
kind. Guess who? 
AR0HI2, (reflectins for a moment. finally) Ah 
give up. 
JOE. Species number three are the women who come ta 
college for exactly one reason—ta get a man. • • the stu­
dents of matrimony. 
ABOHIS. (eagerly) Students of matrimony, eh? 
Save y'all met any of 'em? 
4toe. There's one In my History class who*s a regular 
Phi Beta Kappa. She says she's crazy about my li'l ol* 
cynical voice and she thinks I'm kinds cute in a rather 
V..« 
brutal, uncouth, barbaric and generally nauseating aorta 
way. 
MEL, Is she giving you any trouble? 
JOS, Trouble? It's mayhem, that's what. She and 
two of her girl friends—*or I should say, ghoul-friends— 
trapped me In the student union this afternoon. Before I 
could think of any way ta wiggle out, I elided up by buy in* 
'em oof fee. So all four of us sat down at a table. By the 
time I got up I was black and blue. Boy, what a mean game 
of footsie they play. 
2HL. Why didn't you give them some of their own 
j$edlolne and kick them back? 
ARCHIE. Yeah, why didn't ya? 
10S. Don't be silly. If I'd «ve kicked 'em back, 
it would've been the same as a proposal of marriage. You 
fellas don't know these girls. 
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• ARCHIB. Mebee aot. (taking up hie binoculars once 
again anc going to raauaa his poaltlofl at tha »lna«m) But 
it aia*t because I*a aot try in*. (Arohie is oaoe a&aia 
Intently abaorbea at the ulnto* for a ahmrt acsoe. is 
finally gate op ana ocnfroata llal and Jae.i Saes* what's 
aew with the gal oa tha first floor, seeoad room from tha 
f©t: tha blaoeolara, haw should wekaow? 
' J01» Yeah, what#s aookia*? • 
MSHXif* Wall, Ah*ll gitre y«all a hiat* This gal 
cooes lata tha room lookla* kinda paakod. C'a y'all guass 
yet t 
JOB, Mayba yes aad jraaybe ao« How about you, Hal? 
. I don't dareguess. (to Arohia) Tall usmore. 
ARCHIE. She cornea lata tha roam aad sits dona oa the 
bed. Aad like Ahsaid, fellas (ajjr,aifiQaatly)~»shale lookln* 
peaked. . . a-i-g-h-t-y peaked. 0»a y*all guass yet? 
JOB. She*8 atill lookla* (imitating Arohia) ia»l-K-h-t»y 
peaked* Only aow she*a alttiag oa tha bed. So what? 
ARCHIE. Gosh but yea fellas *ra dumb. Ah guass Ah*11 
have ta give y'all a aot her hint. She gate up from the bed 
aad gees over to the bureau, she opeas oae of the drawers 
and takes out a box. Thea she goes over ta tha wiadow aad 
pulls dowa the shades* 
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(By now both Joe sad Mel suspect, bat they stubbornly 
refuse to play Arohle'a gaae* Appearing Ignorant la aore 
fua.) 
JOE, X wonder why she pulled down the shades* 
ME* X woafler what was la that box? 
AROUS# (his pafcleaoe at the breaking point> Y*aXX 
aeaa ya still oan#t guess? I saw her satin1 the sa«® way a 
month ago* . . now do y'all know? 
MIlL. Etas, X still wonder what was In that box* 
J0S» Maybe eandy, saybe perfuse# who knows? 
ARCHIE, (exasperated) Candyt Perfume J 
JOB* Wonder why she looked so peaked* 
MEL. Probably had one too many* Piokled to the gills, 
I bet. 
AECHI3* (in exasperation) Pio&Xed* Heck, fellaa, 
she ain't drunk t This is the time of the Month she a la* t 
feelin* so good* 
(Joe and Mel, as thou&fa suddenly enlighteaed. raise 
their heads from their beds a ad they both look at Arohie with 
aa innocent questioning look*) 
ARCHIE, (already more thaa suspecting that their lg-
norsnoe was only feigned. Arohie glares angrily back at them.) 
TOW mow wbas AH'MmN," 
(They both relax and settle baok on their beds again*) 
J01* Ah, sweet mystery of life* 
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ARCHIE* tSittlnK dow MiM) It sure Is a 
mystery, all right. (There is a pause during which Archie 
knits his brows jtn intense ooneentratlons finally) Ya know 
• . . Ah wuz just wonderln*. 
J 01. Don't let it get ya down, kid, it'll pass. 
ARCHIE* Hp foolln*g fellas* Say, Mel* 
SSL* Uh huh? 
ARCHIE, You're good in Algebra, maybe you o*n help 
me figure out somethin*• 
mel. Shoot. 
ARCHIE. How many gals do y*all reokon* *re goln* ta 
sehool? 
MEL. Mm, about two thousand. 
ARCHIE. And there are thirty days in a month, right? 
MEL. Right? 
ARCHIE. Well. . . if there are two thousand gals goln* 
ta college, and if there are thirty days in a month, do ya 
think ya o*n figure out how many gals are bavin* their— 
(Joe and Mel &th leaj> fyom thejr beds. Archie has 
Jugt provided them with thg, flnaj straw. Archie is foken 
abaok, if got somewhat terrified b£ the sudden violent reac-
MS£ si MS yoQuaâ t̂ s t& algebraic problem.) 
JOE. That does it. 
MEL. You know what I think, Joe? 
JOE. What? 
MIL. X think it's high time we took Arohle out on a 
crusade* 
JOE. Crusade, eh? I get it* Good idea* 
ARCHIE, (suspiciously) whadaya all mean—crusade? 
What kind of a crusade? 
MIL* A orusade against ignorance* It's going to 
banish the mystery of sex from your fevered brain onoe and 
for all. 
J02. It's gonna rip off that curtain of mystery and 
make you open your eyes. You're gonna find out a woman's 
behind is just flesh and bone and not a vision behind a 
skirt. 
ARCHIE* (lighting M m It finally dwme on his) 
A crusade against ignorance, eh? How Ah think that's a 
right fine Idea. Heck, Ah don* wanna stay ignorant forever. 
Whadaya all think Ah'm goin* ta college for? 
(quick blackout) 
ACT II 
SGSUE II 
(It Is the following morning. Breakfast Is being served 
by Mary, •who, as the curtain rises, is In the kitchen. Eva 
and Charles are already at the breakfast table, Charles is 
reading the morning newspaper. Mary, parrying some pancakes 
and syrup on <a tray, enters from the kitchen.) 
MARY, (removing the contents of the tray onto the 
table) Haven*t any of them been upstairs yet? 
eva, Hot yet, mother. 
(Eva and Charles begin helping themselves to the food 
on the table,) , 
MART, Maybe they*ve overslept. Don't you think you'd 
better call them and make sure, Eva? 
ma, All right, mother, (She rises from the table 
and goes to the basement door, opens it and calls ) Mel. Joe, 
Archie. We're serving breakfast. Are you awake? 
MEL. Be right up, Eva, 
(Eva returns to the table and sits down.) 
MARY. (sitting down to eat) I can't Imagine where 
the boys were last night, It was about two in the morning 
when I heard some of them come in. Then later on--dt must 
have been around four—I think I heard one of them come home 
alone. And whoever he was, it seems he had difficulty getting 
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downstairs. This morning I found almost all the furniture 
knocked over between the door and the basement. 
JOHNSON. Not to mention that drunken bellowing he 
was doing# 
(somewhat fearful of her husband's react ion) 
Bellowing? Oh. • * you mean the singing. I didn't know 
you were awake, Charles. 
JOHNSON. (indignantly) Awake? I havin't heard 
suoh language since I was in the trenches in 1918. Back in 
that war it was The Mademoiselle from Araentlers. In this 
one, from what I gathered last night, it must have been— 
Dirty Qertle from Blgerte« 
MARY. I'm sure he didn't mean any harm, Charles. 
They're all ambitious, hard-working boys. There's nothing 
wrong in their going out and having a good time every now 
and then. 
JOHNSON, Well, when they come home drunk, they'd 
better leave the furniture standing and keep their mouths 
shut. 
MARY. Don't be angry, Charles. They're good boys. 
Perhaps I shouldn't have said anything about it. 
JOHNSON. What difference does it make whether you did 
or not. I told you I was awake. 
(There are a few moments of silence, after which Mel 
comes upstairs. As he sits down at the table, his "good 
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morning" elicits a warm "good morning" from Mary, a very 
friendly response from Era but only a grunt of acknowledge­
ment from Charles. Mel appears somewhat nan and weary 
aesse ssizs. 1st *m» sisMseas i M';Jasiaisfiiis 
crusade. As he sits down he passes his hand trrsr his fore-
fcaad, aftjr mhloh. h» shakes Ua toed La to rttmpt to ol««r 
his clouded, 'morning after* brain. He then begins to help 
himself to the food before him.) 
(watching Mel's belabored efforts at the tablet 
finally) I don't mean to pry into your eating habits, 
Mr. Philips, but since when did you 6tart using pancake syrup 
in your coffee? 
MIL. (eyeing the pjtoher of syrup in his hand, half 
amused and half annoyed at himself) Oh. . . sorry. 
EVA. Don't feel badly about it. We hare plenty of 
syrup, 
MEL. (good-naturedly) Smart alec# Just when I need 
your sympathy, all I get from you is sarcasm, 
MARY. (admonlahlngly) Ji&w, Ira. 
(laughing) Sorry. Ignore the sarcasm, Mel. 1 
sympathize. 
MARY. Where are Joe and Archie, Mel? 
MSL. Archie said he'd be right up. 
M&RY. What about Joe? Be has an eight o'clock class 
this morning. He's going to miss breakfast. 
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MIL. When I earn© upstairs It didnH look as though 
he Htd amy latent ions of either eating breakfast orgettlng 
to his eight o'clock olass. 
/He isâ /siek, is he? 
MEL. No, Just tired. He's in the middle of oae of 
those sleeps which defies all your energy and ingenuity. No 
matter what Arohie aad I tried to do, we Just couldn't get 
betweea ioe and that bed. 
EVA. Then it shouldaVt be hard to guess who was re­
sponsible for that four a.m. rendition of Dirty Gertie from 
Blzerte. . 
(Tha basement door opens and Arohie enters. Be is 
carrying his pinups in his hand and before sitting down to 
breakfast he earalessly tosses them oa a chair next to the 
breakfast table. Oa this particular morning, oae notices 
la Arohie»s demeanor a newly aoqulred poise aad sophistica­
tion. the somewhat bumptious poise aad sophistication aoqulred 
by those who have just repeatly passed from doubt, uncertainty 
and frustration into that exhilarating state of being in the 
know. For last night*a"crusade" finally oleared up for Arohie 
that mystery of mysteries confronting youth. Won over 
their Yankee charm. Archie*s young lady of the previous night 
heeded the instructions of Mel and Joe and cheerfully cooper­
ated with Arohie in every way possible. Arohie has reached 
a milestone on the road to maturity and he knows it. In his 
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appreciation of the advance he has made, he has been drawn 
that muoh closer to hl» £02258*31.' 3S2* along with the ywinn 
lady, of oourse. he feels were dlreetly responsible for his 
enlightenment.) - ?, 
mtmm*.. .(surprising everyone bg Uajauntyalaority 
and eockinese) Howdy folks# How*re y* all this morning1? 
MA, Well. , . You*re unusually ohipper this morning. 
AHGHIS. Matter of fact, St©, Ah*m feelIn* spry. # » 
quite spry, 
(looking at the pinups Archie had brought up­
stairs and which he had deposited in the ohalr) Does it 
have anything to do with that new Collection of pinups you've 
got? 
ARCHIB, What pinups? 
SVA. The ones you just brought upstairs* 
AROHXE, Those pinups area*t new, Eva. They're the 
ones I had nailed up on the walls downstairs, 
SVA. Well what are they doing off the walls? 
ABCHIE. Ah t©ok *m off, * cause Ah*m throwin* *em 
away. 
(Amornent of stuteed silence) 
SVA. You*re what? 
ARCHIE. Ah said Ah*m throwin* ''em away. # . all of 
SVA. But Archie— 
ARCHIS. There ain*t no use arguln* about it, Sva. 
ami 
Ah've made up ash mind* 
M&„ :'Z- wasnH going to argue. It*s just that I*m 
surprised# And frankly, I *jii also curious. fou*ve always 
been so devoted to your pinups* 
ARCHIE* Well Ah got no use for 'em now. Ah've grown 
out of pinups, 2va, Sex don*t mystify me no store* 
MEL. (beginning to look apprahenslYely at Arohle) 
lat your breakfast before it gets cold, Arabia* 
ARG8XS* (naively) Don't you worry,Mel« It ain't 
gettin* cold. (turning his attention to Stra once again) It*s 
this way, ®va. When Ah woke up this mornln* and saw all them 
pinups starin' dawn at me, Ah knew Ah wuz cured. *0ause 
after last night Ah knew darn well that all them oover gals 
and moTlei stars—heck—they're all alike, Dorothy Lamour, 
Batty Orable, Lana Tur ne r—t hey * re just flesh and bone and 
not a. . . a or assy ol* vision behind a skirt or a sarong. 
Heck, when Ah wokeup this mornln* Ah oould've gone straight 
up ta Dorothy Lamour and spit right in her eye. (contempt-
atosly) Who is she tryin* *a fool* 
MEL. (with fearful, painstaking emphasis) ARCHIE. . . 
iHOt ABD MS TOUR BREAKFAST. , . IT*S GETTING GOLD. 
ARCHIE, (taking a mouthful of food and than turning 
to Mel giM a somewhat ill-humored reassuxanoe about the 
breakfast) -istibp• i»oaf3f3f5Liî gettin* cold, 
(directing his attention to Zva onoe mora) Like Professor 
Bradley said in elaas the other day; "Ignorance, insteada 
bein* bliee, has always been the greatest menaee oonfrontiuf 
our sooiety," Now that's Just the way Ah feel about sex. 
Bein' ignorant about sex ain't the faoat blissful feelin* ya 
e's J»T». (bxtlaalatt to «sSS M& toMtfrfw* USES »«rl«H»lr) 
Yes sir, you feel a lot happier bein« enlightened about it. 
JOHNSON. Sinoe I feel more, or leas responsible for 
you, Axohie, now that you're going to sehool and living with 
us, do you mind my asking you when this enlightenment took 
plaoe? 
ARCHIE* (fearlessly) Last night. We went out on a 
crusade. • •" - \ 
JOHNSON. (aynaoingly) Just what do you mean by 
; *«*tt*adei*t 4 
MARY. Now Charles* As you pay* <we may be responsible 
fear Ardliej that doesn't mean it's our business to know 
everywhere he goes fmd everything he does, (to Archie) 
Arohie, 1 know yon did get hoste late last night, but when 
•  • .  .  ' f t .  :  -T  -K - :  •  .  -  - v " - ' -  •  '  
you were out, you were with Mel and Joe, weren't you? 
ARO&XB* Yes, as'am. 
MARY. That's all 1 was really oonoerned about* Know­
ing you were with them makes me feel muoh better, 
JOHKSCH, (to iiary) Before you set your mind at rest, 
why don't you find out where they took him last nigtjt? 
MARY. X don't think it*s any of ay business, Charles, 
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J0H&50H, It's your business and ay business to look 
after Arohie, IsnH it? 
ARCHIE. Heok, if anybody wants ta know where X was 
last night, Ah'ra not ashamed ta tell *im. tike Professor 
Bradley said ia Sociology the other day, "While we have al­
ways hypocritically preached abiding by a sex eode of narrow 
and unnatural Puritanism, in actual practice, our see behavior 
would make our Puritan anoestore roll over in their graves•" 
So to prove Ah*a no hypocrite, if anyone wants ta know where 
Ah went last night, Ah* 11 tell *lm the truth* 
JOHNSON. Well—? 
ARCHIE• Well to be perfeotly frank, last night—Mel 
and Joe and I—we went to a— 
(A few short aoasnts ago, Joe b&a ooas upstairs, had 
lilatly ol&SSi S*£ HaBMieat door, end unnotlo»d bZ anx of th« 
others present, had been listening to the oonversatlon. At 
the oruolal moment when Arehie ,|s about to reveal his deatin-
"tlon of i&e prarloua aranlng. Jo. eelks Into the room In a 
desperate attempt to save the situation*) 
JOS. GOOD MORNING, GOOD MORNING, GOOD MORHBIS, 
JOHNSON• (turning violently around) Haven*t you 
sobered up yet? 
tfeigning surprise at the sight of Archie and 
M©1 eating their breakfast) WhatI Tou two still here? 
Haven't you gone to class yet? 
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MEL. (quickly rising froa his chair, grabbing Arohle 
hjr the arm and yanking him out of hi® chair, spilling the 
oup of coffee Arohle had poised to his HPS) That*8 right* 
Let's go, Arohle, 
ARCHIE* (protesting) What1 a yer rush, Mel? It's 
early, 
MKL, «©11, somebody's got to get there early. (He 
qnlolily plok» up the booka both h. anfl Arohla h«a brought 
upstairs. and aajd Archie's cries of protest, propels him 
to the door,) 
JOB, (Just before Mel forces a, hasty exit) Make 
sure Archie listens to the lecture this morning, Professor 
Philips, 
MIL, 1*11 see to It. (Exit Mel and Arohle) 
(sitting down and emitting js mirthless guffaw) 
Yep, that's college life, I guess, 
JOHKBON, It seem that for some people there's a lot 
more to college life than I thought, 
JOS. Ha hi. Ain't it the truth, 7a know somethin', 
Mr, Johnson? According to ay Aaerio&n history teacher, when 
Sherman was aarchln' through Georgia in 1664, there was a 
larg® scale cavalry engagement between Union and Confederate 
foroos twelve mile® north of this very town. Just think, only 
twelve miles amy, 
JOHNSON. I'm in no mood for a history lesson this 
% 
morning. Where the devil did you end Philips take Archie 
last night? 
JOS. frankly, Mr* Johnson, I was too drunk to reraea-
•* ber who took who where last night, 
JOHNSON, (rrtiaalng ta Ma caper In aisguat) A«h. 
JOB, (jovially to Iva) And how are you this morning, 
pea chef complexion? 
ISVA# Just fine, Joe, And you? 
JOE. Oh. . . pretty good# (closing; his eyes and glT~ 
im* hie head a shake in an effort to pleree through hie hang-
over, trimly) . . . under the cirousastonces, 
KARY. Walt, 1*11 bring you in soiae war® hotoakes, 
• Joe." 
• (unable to repress a soar prlmBce) B~ho,\ ' 
thanks, Mrs. Johnson. Coffee'11 be enough fer me this morning* 
SSART. Are you sure? 
JOS. Honestly, ars# Johnson, I don*t think I've been 
aore sure of anything in ay whole life# 
• Cohere are a few moments of silence, during whloh Mary, 
Joe and Eve. are preoeoupied with food and drink and Johnson 
with his mornim^ neper.) 
JOIHSON. (suddenly) What the-- , V\ 
Ilhra and Joe look up fearfully, half suspecting) 
MART* /hat Is it, Charles? ... 
$7 
J0H1SOK. Listen to this* (reading from, the news­
paper) "A meeting of university students protesting the 
state American Legion Investigation of James a, Bradley, 
Professor of Sociology, was called yesterday by Melvin Philips, 
journalism xaajor at the university# The meeting will be held 
In the men's gymnasium at four p.m. In summing up his stand 
on the investigation, Philips said, 'As students of this uni­
versity, we feel we have as much right as the American Legion, 
to determine who or whst the subversive elements are on the 
campus. The persecution of Professor Bradley has already 
proved that in interpreting the word "subversive*, the major­
ity of the students of this university on one hand and the 
Aaerioan Legion on the other, are being inspired by defini­
tions from two different dictionaries# We, the students, are 
convinced that our definition is the correct one.1" (g&ar-
ing at Joe and Ura) What do you two know about this? 
JOI. I got a preview of it yesterday, 
JOHNSON. And what about you, daughter? 
EVA. I've known ©bout it for qu**1® time. 
JOHNSON, (rising froa his chair. enraged) You've 
known about it I You've known all along and you haven't 
even mentioned a word about it to me? That's just what I 
would have expected from you. This Is a perfect chanoe for 
you to stab me in the back, isn't it? I'll bet the both of 
you are in cahoots with hi® and are going to that meeting 
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this afternoon, aren't you? (He looks searchlngly from Sva 
to Joe.) 
KVA# I'm going, I don't know about Joe, 
J0KNB30N. What kind of a daughter are you, anyway? 
It's bad enough that when someone schemes behind my back you 
keep it a secret from sm• Qa top of that you work right along 
with hlra to help him fight me. You*re nothing but a stooge 
for that goddam Jew. 
(ahooked) Charles! 
EVA. (after a stunned silence, she rises and faces 
her father) It might Interest you to know that ever since 
you deoided to investigate Professor Bradley, I've been fight­
ing with myself. At times I was unhappy and desperate, be­
cause somehow I just couldn't decide to the satisfaction of 
my conscience that working with Mel and fighting the inves­
tigation—knowing all along it's really your investigation-
was the right thing for me to doj whether being uncompromis­
ingly true to everything I believe in is worth the price of 
tearing my family apart. Well. . . you've Just given me the 
answer. I'm definitely going to be at that meeting this 
afternoon and do all I can to help Mel fight you to the 
finish. 
JOHNSOK. What do you mean, I've just given you the 
answer? thy? Because of what I called Philips? 
EVA# Yes, • . because of what you called Mel. 
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JOHKSOK• But you Know what I think of niggers and 
Jaws. You've known it all along* 
WAm Yes, I've known it all along; I'll admit that. 
Whenever you'd go into one of your bigoted tirades9 and 
you'd say so many hateful, vioious things, Instead of despis­
ing you for it, as anyone with any sense of decency would 
have done, I found it more convenient to rationalise and tell 
myself 1 oouldn't possibly feel that way about you, beoause 
after all, you are ay father* But I feel differently about 
that non* Beoause now—for the very first time—I oan truly 
appreciate how wicked your brand of intolerance is* I thought 
I had known before, but I really hadn't, not In the sense 
that I know it now* It was one thing when you direoted it 
against people I've never known before* But it's something 
else, something much more terrible when Mel becomes "that 
goddam Jew"; that strikes hoa®* 
JOHHSON. It strikes home, does it? I think I've got 
a good idea what you're driving at* But tell me store* 
WAm You've probably guessed by now, but in ease you're 
not sure—I'm in love with Mel. 
JOBBBOK. I ean see where you'd have to despise me if 
you're in love with him* 
EVA. 1 only despise you because you rob people of 
their pride and dignity and faith in their own worth as human 
beings. The way you just spoke about Mel convinces me that 
a* far i# you've oottderaed Ma being e Jew ma]:ea him too 
despicable In your eyes to ever move you to grant him the 
privilege of enjoying those $ualitiea, i oertainly can under­
stand how Important it is for him to have that: pride and « 
dignity and faith, because X feel that most of my lore tap 
liel oan be measured in diredt proportion to hie having all 
those things• If he ever loot them, I#m sure that would 
kill my love for him* And afterwards, I*ve no illusions 
aboufc howanoh he»d be worth a a a human being. He'd sink 
to the level of an unthinking and unfeeling brute. That4a 
Why I can a© longer rationalize about your being my father, 
or of what*# liable to happen to the three of us as « family. 
..It**' because you've Just shocked me into realizing how dan* 
gerous you arej you oan destroy love and reduce people to 
the level of inaensltiv© aniaalsj you oan hurt people in the 
moat terrible wayg short of killing them, 
fGHKSQK. I gueas tiaat's your official declaration of 
'wary, 
:/:-VvA EVA. My official declaration ia that I'mnolonger 
' goin̂ to stand by while you out people down because they 
don*t share your views or because their color or religion 
isn*t the seme as yours. 
JOHNSON, All right then, x*m through trying to talk 
you out of anything. Go ahead and do your worst# Ton may 
think x»m the one who's dangerous, but that's Just the way 
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X feel about you end philips and especially about people like 
Bradley* It*s people like Bradley who first got you to think 
the way you do* AM 1*11 bet ay shirt he was the one who put 
your Jew boy friend up to his clever shenanigans* I'm the 
one who's dangerous, em If Well you oan oall me duob and 
dangerous or anything else, but it's ay country Just as muoh 
as anyone else's, and 1*11 be damned if 1*11 ever let people 
like Bradley tell me what to do* Crackpots like him* 11 never 
be satisfied* Not till we send our sons to college so they 
can start running around with whores. Hot till we shove our 
woe»a into bed with niggers and Jews* well that*s not going 
to happen as long as I oan lift a finger to stop it* I'm 
going to get that Bradley* By the time the investigation 
gets through with him I'm going to have his head on a silver 
platter* 
JOIi Ihate to butt In on a friendly family discussion, 
Mr* Johnson, but In case ye didn*t know I thought I'd better 
warn ya: Bradley's a sick uan* He's got a bad heart, when 
you get him on the carpet, you*d better go easy* 
J0BN30H* I know all that* As a matter of fact tlU 
this morning I decided I was going to let him off easy* 1 
was going to be as sweet and reasonable as pie* All I would 
have asked him was if he'd ever been a Communist, or if he 
believed In overthrowing the government by force or violence* 
All he would have had to do was answer "no* to both questions 
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and the ooas&ttee would have let hi® off, I thought I'd 
show up all you smart aloes who go around screaming that the 
Legion Is out to get everyone who doesn't agree with us. 
But that was before this morning. That was before £ realised 
how dangerous people like Bradley are, 
2VA» what are you going to dot 
J0HH50H, X*m going to show him up for what a menace 
is, and I'm not going to pull any punches doing it# 1*11 get 
his kicked out of his $ob If itfs the last thing X do, 
JQii* How look, Mr# Johnson. I happen ta know Bradley, 
He's a meek, gentle aorta oharaoter who wouldn't say boo to 
a fly. Maybe he has ta be that way because of his health, I 
don't know. But X do know that if someone's got a weak heart, 
getting him all riled up and excited is just plain murder, 
I know, 'cause X had a sisterwh©~~ 
JOHKSON, X*m not asking for your advice, dammit S 
JOS, trisliir from the tablet incensed) All right, 
go ahead and pick Bradley*a bones clean. But damn you, don * t 
yeXl at.me* 
JOHBSON, Now what's the flatter with you? X thought 
you had more sense than to worry about what happens to people 
like Br«̂ ®y. (after a moment's deliberation) s-a-y, , . 
Whose side are you og, anyway? 
SVA, I'm curious too, Joe, whose side are you on? 
JOS, (turning angrily on 5va) Stop -baiting ae. 
Miss Johnson* 
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JOHNSON# Weil? 
JOB. You've always got to be on somebody's side* 
Unless you choose aides they drive you crazy* 
SfAt Who are they? Those pink elephants of your 
oonsolenoe? 
70S. (angrily turning toward the baaeaeat door) All 
right, all right* If ya must know, I'm oa the side that oaa 
give this oountry the best five eeat cigar. 
EVA. (moving toward the outside door) I*® sorry, Joe. 
X really didn't aeaa to be nasty. Let's go to glass* 
JOS. You ean go to olass. I'm going baok ta bed. (He 
opens the baseraent door and goes downstairs, slaming the 
door after hln.) 
OTA. (plating her hook, ap froia ja ohalr and jsolaii to 
the door) I'll be hose for lunch, mother* 
MftRY. All right dear, 1*11 be expedting you* (Exit 
Eva. Oharles goes toward the door.) Charles, if it,s true 
about Professor Bradley—please be careful. 
JDBKSOH. I know lay duty, Mary. (3xlt Charles.) 
(Weary with despair and heartache. Marv buries 
her faoe in her hands.) Oh, tord. , .What's happening to 
us? What's going to become of us? (After a few momenta. 
struck b£ £ sudden thought, she looks ug, her despair momentarily 
giving mar to a new *li>» of oourage and hope.) You've always got 
to be oa somebody's side, (more deliberately) You've always got 
to be on somebody's side* 
(curtain) 
ACT II 
SOME III 
The saae afternoon. The soene la the of flee of the 
president of the university. There Is £ large, lappa lag: deak 
atending at left. Seated at the center of the deak la Robert 
president of the university* To the right of Twigg at 
the deak. sit Broun and Baker. Charlee Johnson occupies 10 
ehalr at the president's left. These are the three who eonw 
prise the Lmtm Investigating 0 omit tee. To the right of. 
and faelmg the desk, luat about la the eenter of the stafflu. 
Is a chair, standing somewhat ooasplouously In Its Isolation 
froa the rest of the furniture» 
TWIGa. 1 might as well admit it, Sharles, I think 
this whole business is unnecessary aad embarrassing. I don't 
like It one bit. 
J0HN5CK. We're oltlzens and taxpayers, Bob, and we'ire 
got every right to know what's going on Inside this univer­
sity. • 
MK®*' That*b a faot. we don't pay taxes to keep 
reds on the faculty. 
TWXQG. Butl've known Jim. Bradley for years, and un­
less he's been fooling me all that tlae, I'd never believe 
he's a Cocuaunlst. that's more, he's one of the top sociolo­
gists in the country. 
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JOHNSON. That*a fine. But for ay money he's still no 
.American* 
ISWMJ. (saving his fist la the air) He's no American 
Legion American. 
BAEJ3R. That's fer sure* 
Ti-jTOG. But first you said that all you were Interested 
In was finding out if he was a Communist, or if he believes 
in using foroe and violence to overthrow our present form of 
government. And now you're out to do everything you ean to 
get the legislature to fire hla. 
JOHNSON* Bradley's a dangerous man* 
TWIOG. Dangerous? Oh, come, now, Charles. Jim Bradley*s 
anything but what I'd oall dangerous• He seems like suoh a 
meek, olld̂ iimnnered sort of person* 
JOHNSON. Now don*t aot dumb, Bob. You know what I 
mean. He's dangerous because of his ideas. 
fWKHJ. 1*11 admit Bradley's -$©t a lot of ideas. He's 
a storehouse full of ideas. But what nan with his intellect 
wouldn't be? 
BROirn. It wouldn't be so bad if he kept all them for­
eign notions to himself* But heck, Charles here's been telling 
mm that Bradley broadcasts 'em to his elasses* He's been 
poisoning the minds of the students* 
fWXGG. Till now X haven't heard anybody complain 
about Jin. Bradley poisoning anybody* 
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JOHNSON. How fttop trying to soft-soap this business, 
Bob. I tell you he's a menace* 
(later "raernoe" thresh a door at right* Bradley, a 
alddleHBited aaa. matches Twin's desorlptloa of being "meek" 
and "ralldMaanneredTwigg rises on Professor Bradley's 
entering, extending his arm oordlally.} 
TWIGG. Good to see you, Jim* How have you been? 
BRADLEY. Much better, Bob* And how Is everything 
with you? 
TWIGG, Can't complain, Jin, Can't complain at all. 
(turning to Baker, Brown and C. J. in the process of caking 
an Introduction.) Jim, I'd like you to seat Mr* Brown, 
Mr. Baker and Mr. Johnson, (murmurs and nods of acknowledge­
ment on both sides) Sit down, Jim* Bit down. (Bradley 
alta dowa la the qtato brforo th. degk. Twlgg foUoss suit.) 
As you're probably amre, Jim, these are the gentlemen com­
prising the American Legion un-Amerlein Committee, the 
purpose of which Is to investigate, uh, well, uh. . . uh-
Americanism, in our state sohools. How that the committee 
16 at the university, In passing, the members thought they'd 
like to ask you a few questions. . . uh. . • just as a matter 
of formality, you see. 
BRADLIY. I'll be happy to be of assistance to these 
gentlemen in any way I can. 
JOHNSON. I'm curious, Mr, Bradley. Did you have any 
idea of what this hearing was going to bo about? 
. vBIUptST. I had ay suspicions, Mr* J"ohnsoaf 
. ItJIB-BOIf# ' AM just what #©re your suspicions?.,. 
SRADUS7* X suspected that th© reason for this hearing 
was owing to th® dissatisfaction on the part of the American 
legion with th© Mass I have expressed in ay lectures at th© 
university* 
J0H8S0K, (imperiouslyI Well? 
SRADL1T. Cat a loss) Well, what, Mr. Johnson? 
JOHKBOK. (completely losing his teaoer) God, but 
you*v© got gall! 
moo. Now, Charles. 
ÔBBSSO!. (igaorIm Tulips admonition. la his con- . 
oantration oa Braaiw) Has it ever occurred to you, (oar-
oastloellv) Professor Bradley, that those lectures you»ve 
been giving at this university are enough to have you 
branded a traitor to everything this country stands for? 
9RAXXL3C7* (stiffening) If you*re convinced my lec­
tures are those of a traitor, fir# Johnson, then I#m afraid 
you and I have different ideas as to what this country 
stands for. 
JOHUSQH# You*re dam right we've got different Ideas. 
Whenever I think of what this country stands for, I think of 
the United States of Merles as a country base$ on the Amer­
ican way of life, a country run by and for one hundred per 
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Gent Americans. And I know damn well that's not what you 
think. Here's your idea. (He plolcs up & sooiology test-
book which ted bees lylaf; on TkIkk'b dealt end oontaaptuoaaly 
reads off the title.) Social Problems of Our Bra by' Jaaas .. 
A. Bradley. 
BROlffif, That's a Communist book, that's whet it is, 
' .'BAESR* Couldn't bo aora Qormunist if Joe Stalin 
wrote it. 
JOHIISOH, Criticize, oritioize, criticize, That's 
all you oraokpots know how to do. You'll never rest until 
you completely undermine our whole Amerloan way of life. 
' BRADLEY. I oan assure you, Mr. Johnsoh, I'm net a 
Oo«aialst. 
JOHNSON. {thrusting the book toward Bradley) Tou oan 
write this ©tuff and say that? I read this f ilthy book, and 
I was nevar a© revolted by anything in all ay life# If 
people ever listened to your rotten ideas we'd have niggers 
marrying whites. We'd hev© the government tailing peopl© 
like m how I oughta run my mm business. That's Coiiraunism 
all right. And that's what you've been peddling t© the stud­
ents fit this university. 
BRADLtY. If you gentlemen base your judgment of lay 
views on what you've heard ©bout ay lectures and on my text­
book, then aside froa being misinformed, I'm afraid I must 
also accuse you of seriously lacking in the ability to read. 
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JOHNSON* (Infuriated) Sow listen you— 
fWIQG. (to Bradley) If you feel that the members 
of the coraniittee ere misrepresenting your views, Jim, hot* 
about giving us your own version* 
BRADLKT. The ooiaslttee seems fimly convinced that 
I*11 not rest until intortaarriage between whites and Negroes 
becomes e oomon practice* I'm afraid I don't deserve oredit 
for suoh advanoed ideas. I have explicitly stated, however, 
both in my book and in ay lectures, that X am unalterably 
opposed to all forms of racial discrimination, whether suoh 
disoriaiaetioa be political, soolal or economic. As to the 
question of who merries whoa, there's little doubt in ay 
iiiad but that in a free society, any naa, regardless of rase, 
eolor or ereed, has a perfect right to offer a proposal of 
marriage to any woasn, regardless of herraoe, eolor or 
ereedj vihile, at the seas time, the recipient of any aarrlage 
proposal likewise has the prerogative to say "yes" or "no." 
Alia as for views concerning th»relationship that 
ought to exist between government and business, X have always 
believed that business mist primarily serve the people. la 
so doing, businessmen mst gear production and fix prices so 
as to meet the needs and capacities of consumers in all income 
brackets. If businessmen fail to fulfill this function, it's 
the government's duty to see to It that they do# 
*" - , '• ; ' ' ' 
And that, rather superficially presented, is my attl-
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tude toward the relationship that 1 feel ought to exist 
between Negro end white and between government and business* 
If you would like me to olarify any of ray other views, I'd 
be happy to do so. 
JOHNSON. Bon*t bother. I've got a pretty good idea 
whit your other views are. (bitterly) In ease I forget, 
all I have to dq is ask ny daughter, (after j* moment) How 
well do you know ay daughter? 
BRAHLffif. I've had your daughter in a number of ay 
classes, and I think I know her well enough to soy she's a 
fine girl and an except;lenally good student. 
JOHNSON. A couple of months ego she went to nigger 
town. I found out later she was working oa some kind of re­
port for one of your classes. Did you send her down there? 
mjuajsv no, i dida*t, 
JOHNSON. Then why did she go? 
BRADLBY. I usually assign ono term paper to each 
student in my Social Problems class. If I remember correctly, 
the topic your daughter chose for her paper dealt with the 
problem of inadequate housing facilities for Negroes. In 
addition to the source material she found in the library on 
the subject, she also decided to find out all she could first 
hand« 
JOHNSON. Did she tell you she'd be going down there? 
BHADLST. Yes, she did. 
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JOHNSON, And you told her It was ell right? 
BRADLJ£r. I told her 1 thought it was e fine idee. 
And being well aware of the stigoa of whet other people 
might thinkf I also told her It «sb a very courageous thing 
for her to do. 
. JOHNSON, (rising to £i£ I®®I iS ® im) Tou tol<5 
her thati Good Sodf don't you know what's liable to happen 
to a white girl who's &may enough to go to nigger-town all 
alone?' 
* 
BRA3L2Y. 1 think you exaggerate the risk, Mr .Johnson* 
As you yourself know, no one aiade any attempt to ham her, 
JOHRBGB. Then don't yoa know what people sa.y when a 
white girl does something like that? If Eva Johnson ever 
went to nigger town again I'd be ashamed to adait she's ay 
dau#iter. 
HRADLSY. Zf Sva Johnson ever went there again, and 
if 1 were her father, !#d be very proud to admit it. 
JOTOSOH. (sneerlnrly deliberate) • -W: YOU WERE 
FA'FRSR, well you oan just as well be her father• -She's no 
, product of the, upbringing I've given her in cj£ hoxae. She's 
a product of your classroom. She's got all your creokpot 
notions down to a tee. 
BRAHUTf. Believe nie, iar. Johns©!, your' daugher de~ . 
serves credit for more intelligence than thcfc. I'd venture 
t 
to guess she hasn't a creokpot notion in iher head. 
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JOHNSON* (enraged, going qulokly to Bradley and . 
taUne the prof ess or by hie eoa t la pels > Twigg rises froa 
his ohalr In alara.) She's got no oraokpot notions, eh? 
She goaa tonigger town. She telle me how I oughta run my 
business. She enoourages my workers to go on strike. And 
now, this. s«ni|®f ffter telllag iae she*© in lovewith this 
go4dam Jew, Philipi, she also says .she hates, everything I 
believe in and she*11 fight xa© to the last dlteh on this 
Investigation# 
TWiqG. (fearfully) Charles t Control yourself I 
J0HH30H. (heedless of Italy's admonition) And do you 
know something else, (saroastleally) Professor Bradley? I 
may be her father, but It's gotten to the point where she'd 
sooner have ne burn in hell than go against anything she 
believes in, 
WAMMt* (breathing heavily and evincing considerable 
physical distress) Fleas©, Mr, Johnson, X. . . X* • • 
J081S0S. (more furious than ever) X laid a decent 
Christian home before you got around to filling ay daughter 
with aXX your filthy ideas• Now you*ve wrecked my home, 
you# . • you, # • 
WOO. (By now thoroughly alarmed b£ Johnson's violenoe 
and by Bradley's reactions to lt» he qulokly coiaes to Bradley's 
ohair to Intervene on the professor's behalf«) For God's 
sake I Control yourself t 
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(As Johnson releases Bradley, the letter's physloal 
discomfiture is very evident* The professor breathes heavily 
and Intermittently gasps fear breath. His right hand, mean­
while . clutches his bea£b.) \ 
TWIGG. (placing his hand on Bradley's shoulder) I'm 
sorry, Jim. Are you all right? Is there anything I ean do? 
BRADLSY, (gasping) Yes* . . please. . . a glass of 
water. 
(Johnson turns aa& walks to fwjgg's deals, on whloh 
rests a pltoher of water and some glasses. He fills a glass 
and oomes baok to Bradley with it.) 
JOHNSON, (dashing the water into Bradley's faoe) 
Here's the water you sjaart-»aleo sonofabltoh. 
TWIOO. Damn you, Charles Johnson I Jim Bradley*s a 
siok ma I (pointing baok at his desk) How you go baok and 
sit downt (Johnson does as ordered.) 
BRADLEY. (struggling to his feet after a while) Can 
I go now? 
TWIGG. Certainly. Do you need any help? 
BRADLEY. No. No, thank you. I oan manage. (Professor 
Bradley walks uncertainly to the door. On reaching it. he 
turns around and faoes Johnson.) At the next hearing of this 
committee, Mr. Johnson, don't forget your rubber hose. 
TWIGG. I'm sorry, Jim. 
BRADLEY. I think you should be. If this was "Just a 
matter of formality," I'd hate to be subjeoted to this commit­
tee when it means business. (shaking his head and mumbling. 
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as he slowly. haltingly go as oat) I guess it Just isn't 
safe being a ooliege professor anymore. (Exit Bradley) 
(faolag Johnson. after Bradley's exit) Tou 
bad no right to treat him that way* 
JOUNSON. Bradley got what he deserved. And what 
- " •' ' ' V ' 
makes you think you've got the right to hire someone like 
that to teaoh at this university? 
TWKKI, He's a capable xaan. 
JOSRBOlf. (menacingly) How look here. Bob, 1 don't 
knou how friendly y|WQ ate to Bradley and people of his ilk# 
So maybe I'd better remind you. tou Just keep your nose 
clean and play bell Tilth us and as far as you're concerned, 
everything'!! be fine* Tou know, I'd hate to have to say 
anything unpleasant about you tothe legislature. 
fi&OWM. Don't let people like Bradley pull thewool 
over your eyes* 
B4%m.» That's right. Don't be a dupe. 
TWIQ$» I guess there's no doubt then stout your reooia-
ntending his disaissalto the legislature. 
JOHNSON. Hot ill the least. And if we have any say in 
the aatter, Bradley's through. 
BROW. If we have any say in the setter. Bah hah hah. 
That's a good one* 
BAKER. I guess there ain't no two ways about it, Tvrigg, 
you'd better start lookin* around for a new psychology profes­
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sor, 
TWIGG. Professor Bradley teaohes sociology, 
BAKKR. Sociology. Psychology. What the hellfs the 
difference, 
JOHKSON. I guess we can call It a day, boys. How 
about going downtown for a drink. 
BAKER . Suits me. 
SHOWN. Good Idea. 
JOHNSON, (to Twlgg) How about it, Bob? 
TWIGG. No. . . thank you. . . not this afternoon. 
JOHNSON. OK., then. See you later. 
TWIGG. Yes, I probably will. (Exit Committee) 
(Twigg walks to the window of his office. For a few 
seconds. with his back to the audience, he stares outside. 
Slowly, he returns to his desk. As he stands In front of it 
fog a moment or two, staring vacantly before him, the door 
opens and his secretary enters.) 
SEC. There*s a delegation of students outside waiting 
to see you, sir. They say they represent all the university 
students who are opposed to the investigation of Professor 
Bradley. 
TWIGG. (brightening for a moment) Well, send them— 
No. . . No. . . Tell them I ean't see thest now. . . I*m busy. 
830, Yes, sir. (Exit secretary) 
(Twigg sits down and mutely, despairingly looks down 
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on hla desk. After a moment or so he looks up at the emblem 
of the university, which hanga oa the wall of his offloe,} 
TWXGG. (reading the Latla inscription m the emblem) 
Veritas vos Liberebit— "Truth will set you free." Good God* 
(He goes to where the emblem hangs, takes it off the wall and 
leans it against the wall, with its face turned to the inside• 
He then goes to the windows, opens them wide, goes to the door 
and exits.) 
(ourtaln) 
ACT in 
scam'i 
(It is several months later.As the curtain rises, 
IS see Mel, editor-in-chief of the college paper. The Rebel. 
sitting! in hie of floe in the Journalism eohool building. 
After a few aoxaenta. e knock la heard on the doer.) 
ItSL. Come in. 
(Sva enters.) 
' (warmly) Hi, Era. 
ETA. Hello, Mel. 
HSL. (pointing to a ehalr) Sit down, dear. {3vs 
alts down and ao does Mel. After a short silence) Well? 
ETA. I spoke to dad*s accountant this morning. 
Ai,cording to his estimate, dad can afford the fifteen per 
cent raise and also the oost of the Improvements without any 
trouble at all. 
MEL. Hot? recent is that estimate? 
EVA. The books were tabulated a month ago. Sinoe 
then, I*m sure business has been as good as ever* 
(mzlnft; Intently at iSva) Well. . . I guess we 
ean go ahead, then? 
OTA. (rising from £j£ afaalr «ai to ona end of 
the of floe. & thoughtful, distressed loo& on her face. For 
a few seconds, she remains facing the ̂ all. her back to m 
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audience, Mel looks fixedly at her. Bva suddenly turns*) 
I don't know, Hel, I don't know. . . I. . . I'm just not 
sure any aore. I'm not sure about anything. (She burets 
Into tears and sits down ift the chair. Mel qulokly ootaei M 
her side, 'takes a ohalr and sits down beside her.) • • 
MEL. I know, honey. I know, and I'm sorry. I 
shouldn't have let you get Into this. 
wja, (sobbing) I thought. . • I thought I had it all 
figured out. . . X kept telling myself there were certain 
Ideals important enough to make any saorifice for. X*d be 
filing to f ight anyone who was against then. • . even. . . 
even if it happened to be ay own father. But then today. . . 
when. . . when I went to see his accountant today. . . behind 
his baok. . , X felt like. . . like I was born to be his 
sworn eneny. . . and not his daughter* 
MSL. (aoothlnaly) I know, sweetheart. X know, 
SVA. If you ojgjLar knew what it »s like at home. He 
doesn't want to have anything to do with as. . . Re doesn't 
even speak to ae. . . It's awful. . . awful. 
JiSL. As bad as all that, is it? Has he found out 
where you stand on the strike? 
KVA. K-no. I don't think so. 
MEL. Is he still angry about the investigation? Poor 
Bradley's dead. 
wta. That's part of it, I think. 
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(lifting Bra's head to Ma. a finger under har 
ohia) The rest of It is m, isn't it? (isva turn® her heed 
away shaaefully. bitterly) I dida't thiak he hated mm that 
ancihwto aake hla want to torture you that way. (Mel 
rls« asl TOlks siŝ Z iS2& ia &S&« £S reaohlng It, he 
turns and faoea sm«} . H&w loofc, $m* I love you* . You Irnow 
that. But regardless of the way 1 feel about you, t don't 
want to be the one to destroy the love and loyalty you have 
for your family. And aaybe you'd better think twiee about 
fitting your father at the aill. 
m. (going quickly to Mai ana holding Ma. a enrprlaad 
and fearful note in her voioe) Are you suggesting I give you. . 
up? 
MEL, What X'A suggesting is that you*ve JIO right to 
: wlee, .yourself suffer this 'way#' 
MA, But I don't want to give you up, Mel. And 1 
don't want to Just steal by while he tramples on everything 
we believe in# 
(tenderly) But darling, you doa*t went to aefce 
yourself miserable, either. A minute ago you said you weren't 
sure any more. What aren't you sure ebout? 
EVA. I*a not sure whether the aeaas are justifying 
the end, whether a daughter has any right to act that way 
toward her own father. I thought I had all the pat explana­
tions 1 needed to keep me going* But now. • . (slowly walking 
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toward the chair. sitting Horn) 1 noader. 
IffiL* I probably don't have the right to influence 
you, Sva. But whether or not you decide to go along the way 
you have been, I don't think you ought to feel guilty about 
anything you've alrea&y done# 
(gya looks uf attentively at Mel.) 
•MIL. You haven't forgotten your ten cosEaanduoenta, 
have you? 
' MA* Ho.. 
M2SL. Do you remember nusaber four? 
OTA* I think so. . • It's "honor thy father and thjr 
Mother," isn't it? 
LISL. That's right. "Honor thy father and thy mother." 
lave you ever stopped to think of it in reverse—that it's 
just as important for parents to honor their children as it 
Is for children to honor their fathers and mothers? 
37A# Test but. • • not in the sane way# 
MEL. In certain ways the honor and respect is dif­
ferent, I'll adslt that* But don't you think it's the same 
in at least one way? Haven't you the saae right to your 
ideals as your father has to his? Don't you think you've as 
such right as he did to marry the person you love? 
MA, Yes. , ..yes (awakening suddenly and r.olnf-
quickly to Mel) That's Ĵ t, derling, that's it. Why mist I 
be so conscience stricken about what's happening? He's the 
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on© who's responsible for it all, not 1. He doesn't hav© 
enough respect for me to honor my right to ay ideal© and to 
marry the ma I love. It isn't my fault to want to defend 
those rights, is it darling? 
MEL. They're worth defending if theyfre important to 
your happiness, Eva, 
EVA. They mean everything in the world to ay happiness 
. , , Oh, darling# I love you so. 
UEL* And I love you, (they embrace and kls&) 
EVA. (finally) And you, Mr, Philips, had the te&erity 
to suggest I give you up, 
MEL, That, dear, was probably the nsost half-hearted 
suggestion X ever made in my life* 
I?A, You know. X*v© been wondering, 
MEL. What? 
MA. About you and m, 
MIL, What about you and me? 
EVA, Did it ever strike you as odd that Ilel Philips-
native of the Bronx, Hew York—religion, Jewish—'background 
and environment urban and northern, is going to marry Sva 
Johnson—native of Georgia—religion, Methodist—siaall town 
background in a Southern environment. We're in love and we're 
meant for each other. But there doesn't seem to be any rhyme 
or reason why, does there? 
MEL, The faot that I'm the kind of person X as isn't 
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very unusual whan you stop to consider where I'm from. But 
what I wonder about is a good reason why you're what you are— 
and what you are is the reason 1'ia so crazy about you* 
EVA. what did you expect rae to be like? 
MIL* Like the typical Georgia female I had in mind-
religion, Methodist—sinall town background in a Southern en­
vironment. You're supposed to be a firm believer in white 
supremacy and anything but a sympathizer with the ideas and 
ideals of us folks north of the Mason-Dixon line. And aside 
from feeing a bit of an anti-Semite, where oh where do you get 
off marrying a Jew? 
S7A. I'll admit, Mel? it's true. There are more girls 
i know who live up to that description than the ones who don't* 
MSL* And to top it off, you've been brought up as far 
reaoved from the other side of the tracks as anyone can get* 
(ioshlng&y) According to the protagonists of your class, 
you're a renegade. According to the psychiatrists, your val­
iant battles for the underdog are really nothing more than a 
compensation for your own feelings of frustration; your clash 
with your father is a Freudian rianifeetation turned upside 
down. Tou, Miss Johnson, have no excuse whatever for being 
a liberal. The faot that you are one is proof of the serious 
lack of balance of your inner psyche. 
MA, Oh, inner psyche, ay foots Seriously, Mel, I 
can scream when X hear talk like that. Tou don't believe in 
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white supremacy, you're not an anti-Semite and you're a lib­
eral* Tou oan't be normal, eo let's get to the psyohologioal 
root of the natter# Poppycock! I'a quite convinced I'a as 
normal as anyone else* 1 believe what I believe because 
after getting a certain amount of education and holiest fadts, 
I simply deolded to sit down and spend a while thinking about 
the world I live in* Knowing X was civilized, I also knew 
it was wrong for anyone to abuse his fellow raanj and knowing 
I was wide awake, 1 just eouldn't be blind to the unpleasant 
fact that a lot of abuse goes on here in the United States of 
America. Good heavens, Mel, it's all so simple, so inevitable* 
Why don't all the others see it the way we do? Why? Is it 
that we're so good and they're so bad* • * that we're so in­
telligent and they're so blind and stupid? 
MEL. Kxoept for the people who have a selfish inter­
est in trying to preserve all that's rotten, I've always 
wondered the saioe thing about ell the other millions of John 
Does around us* Haybe I've had one consolation in knowing 
that most of thea are going In the saiae direction as we are, 
even though they're far, far behind us, just inching their 
way along* Maybe they'll catch up one of these days, I don't 
know* 
ETA. If they are going in the same dlreotion we are, 
why do they have to aove along like so aany drunken snails? 
Why oan't they even distinguish their friends from their 
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enemies? why do they label people like us neurotics, crack­
pots, traitors and Ood-fcnows-what else? 
f' MKL. I guess ourbelngthat fir ahead involves paying 
a price, Eva. Do you reaeiaber when we were reading Ibsen*8 
An ineny of the People in Humanities last quarter? 
KVA» Yes, I remember. People who think the way we do 
are treats like Dr. Stoekmann, aren't they? The people who 
are blindly inching their way along far behind call us the 
saiae names and persecute us in the same way* 
M2L« Because we're coiaaitting the same crime the good 
doctor was guilty ofi we're fighting for truths that are too 
lately born into the world's consciousness to have won over 
the majority, 
WAm They'll never make us give up the fight, will 
they, Mel? 
MSL. Ho more than they siade Dr. Stockraann give up the 
fight, 
SVA. ' Darling* 
Ma. -*nu 
(Thaj. embraae. After e fm mqiaaflta, £ rauooualy tomtit-
«n vain, la heara almta* a portion of the ljrloa to « union 
song called. Which Side Are You On? The lyrics mi 
on workerscan you stand If? 
Oh tell m how you can? 
Will you be a lousy scab 
Or will you be a man? 
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{A vary loud knock JUb heard on the door* Mai goea £o 
tha door ana opena it, finter Joe and Arehie. Joe, who had 
bean doing tha drunken vocalising. staggers Into tha room JUa 
' front o£ Archie,) 
JOS. Halle* hello. » . (on noticing 2va. ha goea to . 
.there ahe la standing and meaningfully and deferentially jg' 
gays) . B-e~l-di*,. (bg bows J& says lt»: »hloh alaoat £e-
jeBM MM® MMm £M& M MB. ism £SE$B3EEtoz» n*X m& 
archie catch hlia in ticsa.) 
" You'd.better,ait do«i| and take it, ©any, Joe. 
JOE. I don* wanna ait down and take it eaay* . • I 
wanna stand *i£ and take it hard* . • like a nan. 
(Mai, an and AroUa log* »orrladly sg. «P>thar) 
MEL, What's the occasion, Joe? 
JOS. Oooaaion? What occasion? 1 jus* decided ta go 
out *n get drunk, tha's oil. Do ya have ta have an ooeasion? 
M3L. I think you do* « * unless you're a confirmed 
alcoholic. 
JOS. Now donH you go aakin* nasty insinuatione 
•bout m. . . («nbr«olng l£el fondly) ma though you W{ a 
aioe, good, olean-cut young fella (turning hie heed aalde 
aadly) and i*m only a drunken bua* 
%{KL- (to Archie) Bow long has he been this way, 
Arohie? 
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argots. Ah met "la downtown on th© my over her©. 
He was higher 'a a kit©, then. Ah told 'is v;here Ah we 
goin*. Said he wanted ta come alone* 
J01* Well cert*ay I wan'ed fa cotae along. • • 
oert'ny. I wanted *a oome along so X could shako the hand 
of ay good friend, Mel Philips—the Sen who*s always stiokin* 
his aeok out ta fight fer the rights of the un•erprivileged• 
I take ay hat off ta ya, (Joe sweeps the Imaginary hot off 
his head and bcws lorn, onoe â ain alaost falling down, but 
saved afgila by the timely intervention of Arohie and Mel.) 
joe. (enbraoin̂  Mel fondly) Ya kncRsu . • I envy 
you, *eause yer a great guy. Ya res&n* me of my brother. 
Ta renin* as of a knight in shinin* armor who*s got the guts 
ta stan* up and spit right in the dragon*s eye. Yep. . . 
that's what you are. . . a knight in shinin* armor. But 
me. . . take soaebody like me. . . hell. • • I aln*t good 
enough ta hold your horse. 
MEL. Hot good enough? 
J01. Tho'c right. . • not good enough. I'm a low, 
foul oharaoter. X*a so low l*a just. . . Jus*. , . jus* not 
good enough. 
MELm Not good enough for what? 
JOK. Hot good enough ta spit right in the dragon*s 
eye. Yer tryin* *a help the strikers fight Johnson, aintohya? 
Ya gotta be decent *n olean-out *n healthy ta do a thing like 
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that. Ya kncm tfhy I ain't helpin' ya fight Johnson? 'Cause 
I ain't decent 9a clean-out »n healthy. I'm just nothin' 
but a no-good drunken bum. 
MIL. You're as decent as th® rest of us. Hois what 
the hell are you talking about? 
JOS. I'll tell ya what I*® talkln' about. I 'm so low, 
I ain't even ashamed ta tell ys. (after a ehort pause) Bidja 
ever read any a theae article© la all thea plotohe magazines? 
All these authorities. . . big authorities. . . thoy write 
about how all these people who wanna go out 'n fight fer the 
poor underdogs. • . they're nothln' but a buncha frustrated, 
oversexed neurotics? Didja ever hear 'bout that before, huh? 
MIL. I've heard it before. 
JOS. Well you know damn well, dontcha—that*s Just a 
no good lousy lie. . . *n the people 'at write crep like that 
•ud sell their mothers fer a buek. 
MKL. That's right. 
JOE. You know »n I know that people who wanna go *n 
stick their necks out ta help other people 'uve gotta be 
decent 'n they've gotta have guts 'n they've gotta have self-
control. 
MEL. what are you getting at? 
JOS. What I'm gettin' at issat it ain't fer people 
like ae ta go 'round tryln* 'a put somebody else's house in 
order. . . ain' fer ne 'cause I'm a no good bum. 
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MEL, The hell you are. 
JOE. The hell I ain't. Lome toll ya some thin* friend 
Philips. If there 'ud be enough people like me who'd go out 
»n proa oh the brotherhood a* mn *n toll the workers ta org­
anize *n fight for their rights—then d'ya know vshat 'ud 
happen Mr* Philips? 
MEL. Tou'd do a lot of people a lot of good, that's 
what would happen. 
JOB. Hah! Spoken like a true and loyal friend. But 
I c'n see you don*t know me very well. 1*11 ten ya what *ud 
happen. People like ne *ud rnake alia them dirty magazine 
hacks right. That's what *ud happen. The big lie *ud stop 
bein* a lie and 'ud start lookin' like the truth. Because 
people like mo live up ta alia their nasty, dirty labels. 
Hell. . . we*re just crawling inside, 
MEL. What makes you say you're crawling inside? 
JOS. My pest history, that's what. Believe you me, 
brother, it's a foul, nauseating history, 
MIL. I'm not Interested in your past history. All I'm 
interested in is the kind of person you are now. You're as 
good as any of us, so why don't you stop kidding yourself and 
pitoh in and he&p us win this strike, 
JOS. Help ye win this strike! Ain't that a laugh I 
D'ya know what happened the last time I wuz supposed ta help 
aam workers win a strike? Ahh, here's the rub, brother 
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Philips, and It*11 turn yer stomach. 
MEL* How look, 3*oe, 1 said I wasn't interested, . • 
JOJu, (grasping Mel's am with an almost fanatloal in­
sist enoe. in his desire to be heard) Hasan, I said. Lisaen 
a what I gotta say an* then tell me if ya a till wan* any help 
froa somebody like me. I guess ye reiaeraber me tell in1 ya I 
used ta be a labor organizer before the war* X wuz gonna 
take up where ay brother l!ike left off* It didn't take long 
fer as ta wise up *n find out I wasn't even up ta lickin* ay 
brother's feet* Mike was one of the best xaen the 010 had* 
They figured they couldn't go wrong on his brother, so they 
sent me down South fca organize workers in the mill towns of 
Alabama* Jus* 's soon 's I hit the first mill town, 1 thought 
I'd set the world on fire* Before ya knew it, I had the 
workers gettin* themselves organized into a union, and when 
they were strong enough they voted ta strike fer better work-
in* conditions* They were out fer over a week *n they were 
still goln* strong* * * the boss wuz got tin* worried. I wuz 
in a bar one afternoon when one of the workers cants ta tell 
no the boss wuz ready ta let a buncha goons loose on the boys 
on the picket line, so I*d better high-tail it back ta the 
mill so*s ta get there in time ta pitch in when things started 
poppin*• Pretty soon things started poppin* all right, but 
I wasn*t there when they did. *Gause when the fireworks 
started, yours truly wuz up in a hotel room ciakin* whoopee 
no 
with a  luisoious blonde I*d aet in th® bar. Mow «haddaya 
think of yer buddy, Jot—the bum who wuz up in a hotel 
room full of liquor and passion, when th© workers he organ­
ized uere out on strike gettin* their heads bashed in? 
MEL* Stoy knocking yourself out, and forget about it. 
It could have happened to anybody, 
JOE,' It could*Ye happened to anybody! If it wuz 
Just that—laayba it could*ve happened ta anybody# But did 
I have ta Biake a pig of myself *n go ahead *n narry the 
bitch? Well, that's what I did, . . I married her. And whs 
did I narry her? Was it * cause she wuz the lcinda girl who'd 
be willin* ta fight *n mke sacrifices far th® things I be­
lieved in? Oh, no. She wuz selfish, she wuz stupid *n she 
had the Ideals of a mn-mttng tiger, • . but, = . 'n fer m 
it «*uz a great big * but' • , , she wuz the hottest hunks 
faraalo machinery I ever laid eyes on, 
MIL. You're huraan, Joe, and sex is a pretty powerful 
attraction to all of us. Ken aarry women like that ©very 
day, 
JOB. (lapasslonedly) Yeah, yeah, , , I toois. But 
dopes like that*re no better than the women they aarry. They 
get ̂ hat they deserve. But me. , « me, eoddenit. , , I knew 
the whole business wuz filthy rotten from the start, 
MIL, Is it over and done with? 
JOS, Yeah, , , It*s over and done with, It*s all 
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over but the hard feelings• . . jgg hard feelings. 
ME»L* Then why the hell dpn*t you put the whole bus­
iness behind you? Turn your back on it and forget about it* 
JOS. I guess that oughta be easy, shouldn't It? 
Thar© isn*t aueh yafd wanna remeiaber. Ta»d like ta ferget 
the way she dragged ya from one party *n night olub to another, 
and the way ya hadda be civilized to her aoronio, degenerate 
friends. Ya*d like ta ferget puttin* up with all her tant­
rums about not bavin* enough fun *n not havin* all th© fancy 
clothes she vsan'ed ta wear* But especially, ya'd like ta 
ferget that all along ya knew damn well she wasn't worth a 
nickel* An* ya knew damn well that ya were aellin' out on 
yerself, so that little by little ya notioed how ya were be* 
oomln* just as rotten as she* An* all fer* • • well. . • 
you know what. |He sits down disconsolately*) 
MA* Then you*re not disillusioned in everything you 
used to believe in, are you, Joe? 
JOI. Disillusioned, hell* i hadda thinks somethin* 
ta try *n fool isyself *n everyone else* A little while long-
••. •f. 
er, and maybe X woulda started believin* all that ojmioal 
crap* 
ESI. You*ve xaade ae sure of one thing, Joe* 
JOS* Yeah, I know. I'm a no good— 
MKL. Ho good, my foot* You*re as deoent a guy as 
I*d ever hope to have for a friend. The trouble with you is 
that you're all conscience, And when it stafets bothering 
you, it's like a hajmaer hitting you over the head. 
J|If Well, hayen*t I got a good reason fer it ta 
pother ae? 
Ma, Yes, you've had a good reason* But it Wasn't 
big enough to let your conscience kick you around this way. 
And don't you see? Whatever it is, you've got it half licked 
You know what it Is, and you hate yourself for It., Good 
Qod, man, that's half the battle won. And I've got enough 
faith in you to think it won't ever happen again, 
271. Mel*s right, Joe, Stop worrying about not being 
good enough to fight with us, You're every bit as good as 
-we~ are* • 
JOB# Aw, hell, I'm every bit 'a no good as 1 ever 
*ras. *H just ta prove it, I'm gonna go out 'n get good *n 
' &*ttak* (He staggM?a to his feet.) 
ARCHIE. Gosh, Joe, how muohdrunlrer do you wanna 
••get? • 
JOS. Prunkoif*n hell* (He stagger* to the floor*) 
MIL. (to sva) Archie and I have to go out tothe 
mill. Do you think you oan manage to get him home, Sva? 
>.'W¥A»..try# (going to Joe and taking him b̂  the 
ana) Let'a go home, Joe, 
mi*. Aw» who van*s 'a go home. Lê s go out *n get 
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wta* You're drunk enough as It Is* Please, Joe. Let 
sis take you hone. 
JOS. Ah'll tell ye what. . • Le's flip e ooln. Heeds 
we go hone, tails we go out *11 get drunk. 
M®** taking a ooln from his pooket) Here's a nickel. 
(He is about to flip.) 
JDE. (nodding to Sva) Give it 'a her. Give it »a 
her. (Mel gives Bva the alokel.) 
SW. (flipping the ooia) You lose, Joe. 
JDS. (looking sourly at Mel) AahS Tou fn yer blue-
nose nickels, (bowing atthewalet and asking a sweepto 
gesture with hie am toward the door) Aftuh you, nah fiir, 
. sweet magnolia. lOaoe a&aln J$e alaoat sways to the floor, 
but iB oaught In tlae by Eva, who, .upportlng Ma by the arm, 
laadn Joe outside. the latter Hinging! 
Oh workers oan you stand it? 
Oh tell me how you oan? 
Will you be a lousy aoab 
Or will you be a mat 
MSL. (dubiously Hatching the door after Xf»'» and 
Joe's exit) 1 hope she gets him home all right* 
archie. Don't worry, Mel. Ura e'a take oare of *ia. 
HKL. (walking to the desk) We just put out a special 
edition on the strike, Archie. X thought we'd better get 
down to the mill this afternoon end distribute the copies to 
the workers. 
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AH CHI'S* About the strike, Mel# There* 8 aoacsthin* 
Ah'd better tell ya# 
(Mel looks Inquiringly at Archie.) 
ARCHIE# Pappy*s in town# He got her© with his boys 
this xaornin* # He's figurin* on breakin* the strike# 
MHL. Oh# # # I see# Johnson̂  using your father's 
goons now, eh? 
ABCHIE# That's right, Mel# And there's gonna be 
trouble# 
M3L# Now that your father's here, don't you think 
you'd better think twice about helping us, Archie? 
AROHIS. Think twice? 
!<EL# Trying to help the workers means oore than Just 
fighting your ooucin; it also means fitting your fr ther# 
AROHIE# When Ah started goin' to college, pappy told 
lae Ah oughta start decidin* thing© fer raahself# 
MSL# But if your father knew you'd decide to go against 
him, he might not think it's right# 
ARCHIE. Ah think Ah've learned enough goin' to school 
to decide one thing, Mel# Ah've decided that there're times 
when pappy c'n be wrong# 
MEL# Everybody*s pappy can be wrong# # # So you 
haven't changed your mind? 
ARCHIE# ICo# 
ESL# Then let's go down to the mill. 
ARCHIK# Ah* a with ya, Mel, (Kxit Mel and Archie) 
(Curtain) 
ACT III 
SCEK2 II 
(It Is. about a half an hour later. The scene opens 
one a again on the Johnson living room, in vrhioh are seated 
Johnson, Friable and President Twigs.) 
JQRBSOI?• (to T»lgg) There ar© no two ways about it, 
Bob. Philips has got to be expelled. 
• TWIOG. But Chafles. , I can't expel a. student without 
any reason. 
JOHNSON. lie's using Ms authority as editor of the 
sohool newepeper to fight r.ie at the mill. Isn't that a 
reason? 
FHISBia. That meddlln', no account northern J«r* 
TWIQG. You can't expel him because of that, Charles. 
The editor of the college paper is completely independent of 
criticism from me or anyone else on the campus. If I tried 
to tell him what to do, I'd have a strike of my own on uy 
hands. The students just won't stand for it. 
fRISBIB. (roaring) What the hell do y'all asan they 
Don't stand for it I who's runnln* the university—you or the 
students? 
TWIGG. I'xn afraid it's not as sinple as all that, 
fcr. Frisbie. 
C^ry enters the room from the kitchen, carrying 
, , m 
glasses of leed tea on a tray. Sfaa goes from Johnson to 
Friable to Twigg, each of whoa takes a glass* As the guests 
tske their glasses, they ourour their thanks. As Mary is on 
the way back to the Kitchen, the door opens and Bvaand Joe 
anter. Mary turns as Joe stumbles into the room* followed 
by Sta*) 
/ *os* (jovially) Hi, folks* (seeing itery) ..pi,; 
. /te.;;£ohjis©$.. : 
•,.,;...MA8Y*. Hello, Joe. (noting hife condition, worriedly)'-V 
is anything the aatter?' " >• . 
Nothin'a the xaattar, Mrs. Johnson* I*n jus* s 
trifle intoxio6teapths*s all, 
JOHNSON, Isn*t it rather early in the day to be 
getting drunk--even for you? 
JOE. (going toward Johnson. Although ss yet he is 
not amite up to walking a straight line. Joe is actually 
SSE 80b<tr tlMio la JMjs previous aoena.) How, now, Mir. J., 
leave us not exchange harsh words* (noticing President 
Twigg) Well ss X lire an' breathe* President Robert Twigg— 
m arSsldentl What are you doin* here? 
TWIGG. I'm here on business, young man. 
"JOS*,; Bueiness? /-What,kinds business* * * huh? 
fsflfca* ,,15a sure that aossâ taooâ ern- you*-; 
JOB* Strike business, maybe? Huh? 
.. TWIGO. I said— Vv," 
• JOB, (gezing fixedly jt filmc--*aA buratlag out) 
Oh, will you be a lousy aoab? 
Or will yoube® man? 
: Eaotigh•«£ m 
:d©aft ooaeup tlllyou're sober. ; 
. , . -.III&T* Joe,: whr &oa*% yott go «**& tafce1 a cold; 9$mw* 
Coxae into the kitchen afterwards, and 1*11 prepare some hot 
eoffee for you, ":!o->v 
OK, Mr a, Johnson. I»d do anything for you, 
Mraf; Johnaoh—even aober up. (He aooa to the baaiimefft door, 
opana It «b& bmlna r.ala« aoro»t«lrB. leaving th« door ot>en.) 
J0BK30K. (shouting) aBD CLOSE THAT DOOR I 
- .̂6Qgiijâ f̂ teiyg:' again. entering the llTlng room 
and olosing the door ilth a thonderoua alaa. regaining on the 
outside, in the.livlŴ Oea* while doing aol OTSREI *Se«8& 
s», Mr. Johnson, but there *re tiae* when- I ta&eoffenae at 
• I V * •—.• v •• <:• . ;}• ; ... «>*, -v.- . ••• - . •• 5 .. 
the tone of your voioe. (He opens the door again* and iuat 
before going downataira and abutting the door behind him, he 
aavMMHpiiMk ,fl|^ MHnlfff m .1 • • •wmaanK I Iiji 1)1 I III • •ill I •« II nr II IIII mamm 
ajmtlM) Bby. * » «aiI:t̂ h|̂  '' '* y> ]•? ' •  
reiSBIK. (rlaing ana loosing towra tha baaaaent 
door) So thet*a Arohie*e roosMete, eht 
MART# Yes 0 end he*a r eally a fine yoang paly. • 
1 think there fs irojMtMng ti»ublifig hia lately* Ho hasn*t 
been hiiaaelf. . 
FRISBII. (sounding more than a trifle dubious) Well 
. . . if you say so, tiary. CiggeetlnR gvaV Hello, trav It*f 
good t© see ya. 
..... MA„ 0ello,sam. (to President Twigg, who haa like* 
«lae risen from his ohair) Hello, President Twigg. 
moo. Hello, Sva. 
BVa. (jjo Friable) Thia is a surprise, Sea* 
IBZSBIE# Just got word from your father, honey, said 
he needed m down here right away* So here Ah am. 
WA* (alarmed) He needed you—? 
JOHTISON. We're all here on business, daughter. And 
It doesn't oonoern you. So X*d appreciate your leering as 
alone until we're through* 
***• (somewhat hesitant) I'll. . • 1*11 gb to ay 
room. {Troubled. Mte goes upstairs* Both Frisbie end Twigg 
resusie their seats*) 
J0HJ330U, (to Twlgg) now I mean what I say about 
Philips. It*a up to you to give him his walking papers. 
TWIOO. (imploringly) But if or heaven's sake, Ohftles, 
no respeotable president of a ̂ espeetable university oan do 
»»«*,„» : " -'"A: "ft-?;-*: •••••• ; •'•••« : . 
things.like that* Hot without a reason* / 
JOBHSON. would it make any difference to you if you 
knew that the editor-ia-ohief of the sohool paper frequents 
houses of prostitution? sfould that be 6 good enough reason'? 
?WXO§» What I Philips. , » goingtohousee of proa-
titutlon? Are you sure? 
JOHNSOK. Just, aakhiai about it* X»ll bet his kind 
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woaH even have the gumption to deny it. He* 11 probably 
boast about it right to your face. 
TWIGG• Hflffi, . , well. . • if that's the case— 
JOHNSON# You've got a right to kick students out of 
the university who are morally degenerate, haven*t you? 
TWIGG. Yes. 
FRISBIE. Then it *s up to you to do your duty. 
TWIGG. It's a pretty damning reason to expel a stud­
ent froa a university. He might not be able to get into 
another one. 
JOHHSON. To hell with that. 
"-V . -• oi 
TWIGG. Very well, then. If it can be proved. . • 
JOHNSON. If he won*t admit it, 1*11 round up and 
question every whore in town. 
TWIGG. I hope that won't be necessary. 
JOHNSON, (to Friable) Have you arranged everything 
down at the mill, Sam? 
FBISBIE. Everything*s been taken oare of, Charles. 
Soon's Ah got ta town, xoah boys went straight down ta the 
mill. They*11 know how ta handle things for ya. . . don't 
you worry *bout that. 
TWIGG. Do you expect any violence, Mr. Friable? 
FRISBIE. If they can't nake them strikers see reason, 
then nah boys'll handle things their own way, *n they won*t 
be pullin* any punches, either. 
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(At this juncture. Eva is seen coming downstairs. 
She goes to the door, end on opening it, oonfronts Mel stand* 
lng In the doorway, disheveled and bloody,) 
EVA. (joyfully relieved as • sflfcors the room) Oh, 
darling* . . 1 was so worried* . . Sam Just arrived, and I 
knew you*d be going down to the mill end* . * (her voloe 
trails off in shocked aiaazaaent as she beoomos fully aware of 
his appearance) Mel I What happened? 
KSL. (gently easting SVB aside, walklms slowly into 
the room, directing his attention to friable) Are you Sam 
Frisble? 
FRISBI2. fha's right, 
JOHNSON, (rising) What do you want here? 
MytT. (having entered the room a few momenta before) 
Mel I Whatfs happened to you? 
HE.. (Ms £ege fame Inlng fUsd on friable) Nothing 
serious, Mrs* Johnson* 1 just got a mild dose of strike­
breaking. 
FRISBIE. So you're Mel Philips, eh? You*re the one 
who's been glvin* Charles so much trouble down at the mill. 
Well, ya got what wuz ooain' to ya* 
MEL* 1 probably deserved what I got all right. Help­
ing the strikers was ay idea. But I'm sure your son didn't 
deserve what happened to him* 
FRISBIS. (alarmed, rising from his chair) My son. . . 
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BO the t * s how you took care of mh hoy* 
MARY# (rising ffrom her ohair and advancing toward 
Friable) surely, Sara—you're not blaming us i 
happened? 
?R£3BIS* That's Just what Ah'm doin* • Siah boy's 
blood is on your hands, Mary Johnson* 
MART. Sam—in the name' of God—how ean you say that? 
FRISBIE.. Ah knqw what ya wanna do, Mary# Ta wanna 
pin it on me, dontoha? Jus' * cause one of mah boys shot *im 
accidentally* y'all wanna blame me for it, dontoha? Well 
Arohle had no business bein* down at the mill, d'ya hear? 
If you'd *ve taken better oare, he wouldn't *ve listened ta 
people like him (turning and pointing at Mel) who made mah 
poor boy wanna go out »n fightfer those strikers against 
his own father, (to Mel) Where'd they take mah boy? 
MSL.To St» Ann's hospital# 
FRISBIE. (to Johnson) first Ah*m goln* over ta see 
Arohle. And then Ah'm goin' down ta the mill. Mahk mah 
words, Charles, before the day's out we'll lick this strike, 
even if Ah have ta— 
JOHNSON. Maybe you'd better let me handle it# Sam# 
Did any pf us pull the trigger of the gun that filled poor 
Arohle? Did my daughter or Mel or I send those men down to 
the mill—men who have no <l̂ al#s about shooting and killing 
people? 
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X know bow you must feel after what's happened* 
FHISBIE. What's happened*s the reason Ah*m gonna 
break this thing if it's the last thing Ah ever do# Ah*11 
see y*all down at the mill* 
fOHNSON. All right, Sam. (Exit Friable,) 
(AS Friable exits, the basement door opens, and Joe 
•atera quietly, He is wearing a bathrobe, and after a quick, 
eo&d shower, Is now sober. As Johnson an& Ml&& peak­
ing, Joe stands quietly llsVenlM. SSH. l£ basement d̂ or.) 
JOHNSON. Sam was right, Mary. Arehle had no business 
being down at the mill. If It hadn't been for you— 
MARY. If I would have protested Archie from Eva and 
Mel and Joe, he might still be alive today, is that what you 
mean? Well, X think it*s time you knew, Charles—everything 
that made Archie friends with Mel and Eva and Joe—everything 
that made him want to go down to the mill to help your work­
ers—all those things have changed me as they did Archie. 
If I*d have known where they were going today, I think I 
would have gone with them. 
JOHNSON. Are you out of your mind? 
MARY. X*m no more out of mind than Archie. What 
happened to Archie during the months he was with us has also 
happened to me—we both grow up. 
JOHNSON. You moan you wore bamboozled by your daugh­
ter and him. (pointing at MeJL) 
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MARY. we're not the same people, and I won't eoy I 
look at werythlog the way they do* I'm no intellectual, 
and I've never been to oollege* But whenever we*d take the 
time to talk about whet'b hardening in the world and what's 
happening at the mill, ell their ideas sounded so fine end 
deoont and sincere. If it. were nothing else» I oould have' 
believed what they aeid just in the naae of plain, coiaaoa 
sense* But there was something else that went a long way 
toward mfcing me want to sympathize with thea, aad that is, 
as people , I knam they're good and wholeaone and deoent. X. 
lasy be her sothar, but X can say without any reservations 
that there iaa*t a girl in thie town who oan compare with 
your daughter* And when I think of how kind and aoasiderate 
Mel has always beea toeiej how he waa7capable of staying up 
till all hours of the raoming helping Arohie with his alge­
bra. • . well# . • even if I didn't know how to think for 
Myself, my feelings would tell me that deoent people must  ̂
htve decent. Ideas • That's how i*ve grown up, Sam, and X 
think that»b how Arohie grew Up, too. 
\ .JSffifBQli:# I've gat to leave for the jsiHf aad I doaft 
have time to argue with you, Mary* But first I'd better 
warn you* There's going to be slot of trouble, so you'd 
better sfcâ .asiey*.' 
vast* (to Mel) Are you going'- back there tedaf̂ Mel? 
MKL. Right away, Mrs*'' Johnson* 
'i&fcX*- la it all right if I come with you? 
W©*d be glad to he^« ycrti, Mrs* Johnson. 
JOHNSON. Remember, Mary, you*re still my wife. 
MART. As your faithful and obedient wife, would you 
want me to go with yog and help you shoot down your workers? 
JOHNSON* Are you forgetting that the money we get 
from thft mill feeds us «nd clothes us anil gives us this 
house to live In? 
MARY. I'm not forgetting. Nor am 1 forgetting that 
some of your workers have twice as many mouths to feed and 
bodies to clothe, but that they've only been getting a frao-
tion of the money we'va been getting from the mill, 
JOHNESDN, All right* Do as you please. But don*t say 
I didn't warn you. {to IPwlqa;) 1*11 see you tomorrow, Bob* 
You might as well settle that business here and now, 
TWICrG. Very well. (Sxit Johnson.) 
JOB. (to Mel) I think t got the gist of what happened* 
It*8 pretty rotten, and l*m sorry. 0fn I pltoh in and be of 
any heip? 
MEL, You sure can. 
JOS. Bu ys truet met 
' &OSL. ,;.I: trust you. 
oi. 1*11 go |w«Mltairs andputon soia® elothes. 
Be with you in a minute {iarit Joe downstairs.) 
MART* Sfeflore.|Seî -l,ll 'get «r eoM towel end 
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wipe soaeof that blood away. . 1 \ ' V<v^-*v 
HEL. Thanks, Johnson. (Mary excuses herself 
*g r% 7̂ 
TWIGG* (to Mel) Philips, I'd liketo speakto you, 
MSJUt G&right ahead, 
TifIGG, Alone, if you don!tmind# 
MEL. (to ftr&) fflll you excuse us. 
J57A. Certainly# (She goes upstaire.) 
TWIOG, I think it would be beat if you left the 
universityt Philips. 
MSL. Leave the university? 
TtflOG. 1 think you*d better leave. 
WL. Is that just a suggestion, or don't I have any 
choice in the matter? 
TWIGG, I 'ei afraid you'll have no oho ice in the matter, 
KSL. What reason haveyou got to force no to leave? 
TWIGG. I have it on good authority that you represent 
a aenaoe to the morals of your fellow students, at the o&iver-
sity» 
v MEL. (amazed) A danger to the morals ofmy fellow 
students! What are you talking about? 
TWIGG, I've Just been informed that while you've been 
geilg to the university, you've been frequenting houses of 
psrbstltutioit* 
"MEL* Frequenting houses of pros— (A few seoonds 
'  ;  - 1 2 7  
were nW thatifaira nooeasary fennel's MXjMmrn̂ mmA: Oh* 
I get it* I get it* • I've beeoias worse than poison to 1 
l!r. Johnson, and so he's given you the word that I've got to 
go. And he*a also given you the reaaon he thinfcs is going 
to railroad ae out of hare* And right now, I gueaa yfcu#re 
only doing your duty—by Johnson. 
TWIOO, I won't tolerate any insults from you, Philips 
MKL# I oouldnft insult you half as much aa you've al­
ready Insulted yourself * 4 . 
TttXGG. : (on $$}£* WL J£ Jslt 522$;) As far es I'm eon- •... 
oerned, you're expelled from the university* There's no need 
for you to report to any of your classes tomorrow morning* 
• - a" mlqixto* (f»Igg turteffi t|§ jgg Jgj |fcf * 
door and feoes Hal.) Ssfo*e you ooog&tulate yourself pre-
maturely on what a pushover I've been, maybe you'd better 
hear what I've got to say* If it matters to you one way or 
the other, it might interest you to know that I'm not in the 
habit of frequenting houses of prostitution* Whet Johnson's 
trying to make into a mountain is the time my former rooci-
mate and I decided to take Arehle Irisbie to a brothê 1- for , 
the sols purpose of enlightening Arcthie about the foots of 
life* whether or hot that was the morel thing to do might 
be a matter of debate, but I do know that efterwarde, Archie 
had a far more enlightened and oivilized attitude about sex* 
TffiKte* As far as I'm oonoernad It was not a moral 
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thing to do* And the fsot that you say you've only done 
suoh athing onoe, is no excuse. 
MKL. Then X think there»« something else you should 
Jason* It Jint so happens, Provident Twigs, that on the way 
into that particular brothel that night, I saw your son, Jlm9 
coming out. 
TtflGG. (astounded) Whatt lay son? 
2&EL* That's right—your so#, And if I, waa an ixamoral 
sinner that night, you might have to adait that your son wag 
sinning even worse. Beoause «han !,«•** into that place, at 
least I was cold sober} Jim was so drunk that he could hardly 
walk. Ha was all butbeiag carried ouVby a coaple of other 
sinful university students. 
Sow 4o tallfcig.-ijto 
; MSL. BaeaWa vAmp* down ywi -JdMswr-4 fhm>k 
only point of my glving you thia^bit ^^i^oMti^ is to -
warn- you that; in case you're going to have aeospalled, you'13 
have to expel your son9 too. And I'dhate to have you do 
that, beoaus« Jii3*a a good friend of ala** 
. 1?wiaa# Ym wouldn't dare let it out* • 
^*1*11 bat you really believe I  won't.  Addle-
headed reformers like m are supposed to have. too wany stars 
in our eyes to really get tough* Ian*t that what you think? 
People like us don't defile ourselves by tha same 
nasty taotios our opponents uaa# Oh, no. Those who hat# us 
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end want to destroy us can go right ahead end murder nice 
people like Professor Bradley and Arable Frisbie, while all 
the fine people who are left do nothing but turn the other 
oheek and stick to their ldiotlo noblesse oblige# Well, I'm 
sorry to disappoint you, but I've certainly ne intentions of 
turning the other oheek, and if you still insist on hairing 
mo expelled, I»n going to resort to exactly the saae tactics 
you use* 
TnlOG. Turning the other cheek end noblesse oblige 
are the ethics of our Christian civilisation* As a Jew, 1 
aight readily understand why you don't sympathize with either. 
MEL* When you deal with nan like Johnson and Frisbie 
(with pointed Innuendo directed against Twlgg) and their 
hirelings—you'd better forget about Christian ethics, be­
cause if you don't the same thing will happen to you that 
happened to Jesus—you'll be crucified* And 1 don't think 
anyone deserves to be crucified. Hobody gains by ltf and 
when all Is said and done, you have the Frisbies and the 
Johnsons still ruling the roost, while all the decent people-* 
if they're still alive—are left with nothing but their 
noblesse oblige* And I think only a coward or a fool would 
want to turn the other cheek, Instead of getting up and 
fighting for a world in whioh people don't go around slapping 
other people in the first place* 
TWIGG. Those are very much the ethics I expect to 
MXL* Which Jew are you talking about—me or Jesus? 
. Thar®1 a no pojnt .* V 
ffirtiior^.;' (going to MaiassJ ; 
K2L. By the way* (Twlgg turns«) I have a nine 
o* clock oXasa tomorrow morning. I expect to, be there * 
(Twjgg exits without a word, ) 
: : (gaUowUw Twl«w'» departure ml. grtowlng 
sais. slssiz sssa Aia ami sxss. &is. mini as®*-) 
KTA. (coming halfway downstairs) Is it aXl rightj 
*©X? 
MEL* The ooafereaee is over, Sva« He*«gone, 
BVA* (calling uoataira) AH right, rather* 
MAEY. I'll be tight down, Bra, 
- • - - *;fv - * , 
SVA. (ooaing downstairs carrying a w»t towel in one 
saai sm s. sahia aiia&aa la ifet esiee) "*» " »»"t« 
serious? 
MEL* Oar prexy tried to g*t me to leave the univer^ 
sityv .• •' 
• v \ - » , 1 * 
XVA# You won*t have to, wiXX yoa Mel? 
MEL* 1/think I talked him oat of it, Sva. 
face) oh, darling* What did they do to yoa. • 
MEL* Friable*a boya left me with the definite is* 
pression that I wasn't wanted down there* 
(as she raphes mmx tha blood andappliestha 
ismmIiel»mmmta: mm &j&]> oti» th0Be 
beasts. . • those vicious, heartless beasts. 
(While Bvb applies first aid, Joe ooiaes upstairs. 
mx? atiixfl,) 
«TQS» (watching Mai balms daubed bg Eva} Did thay 
; fc*iĵ  yoii &idf 
 ̂ '';\m̂ /̂ /-.ft*aaU rlĝ ,';v;. 
(on the verge oftears) All right I Look at 
hla*': 3fcaf-
JWS. (tawdw sloea to M«1 and amnlnlng hl» 
brulB&d face) Those dirty sons of*- . 
: (Mary 4s aaaa ooiaing downstairs. She ia • oaasrellfevac ••• 
raffelvar.whleh aha Puta down 00 a aaall table at tfo fast 
of tt» stairs.) 
MARY, (to Mali Are you all right, Mel? 
lift* ^|*» fine, iirfcfc'Joiifiaoif*1 a couple of data* 
Nothing to worry about* 
SVA. Just a oQUpla of outs. Look at hla faoa# mother 
MART. toiestiz «•"lning iaa»i teulw) fhara#a \ 
nothing thoae strikebreakers wouldn't atoop to, la there? 
:' ' Violasea = is their trade, Mrs. Johnson# They*ve 
'got akull-breeklng and bone-smashing down to: an art . ' They -
revel in it .  
MAST* How do you deal with suoh coon, Joe? How ere 
deoent people supposed to defend themselves? 
JCE, The beet defense Is to be tougher and meaner 
than they aire* If they pluok out one of your eyes, gouge 
oat both of theirs. If they try to blow your brains out, 
blow their heads off, That's the only language they respeot 
and understand• 
MARY. I thought so* tret*** to the tablp on *hioh 
she had pissed the revolver) It Just doesn't mice sense for 
eny of us to go down there and be beaten and shot at lite so 
* • 
aany animals. So X brought lay husband's revolver. X thought 
we might need it to defend ourselves* 
iT03. (taking the revolver from Mary) Good idea, 
Krs, Johnson. Edging by what happened to Arohle, this 
might ooae in handy. 
UiRtm Are me ready to go? (Everyone says that he's 
reedy* Mary loolcs about the house, worriedly)" Thi* house is 
« inees. ''Mod t hevto't doae a thing abaut supper— •. ' 
\WtAl Beff»t ol>out the housekeeping today, mother 
-- 1 if i~Y ;  «  . •  •  •  . • • • • • • •  -  • .  >  .  r ! ' _ *  • • f ' .->• ; • 
• • .• - c  ' - i -  ' -iF : v - j  • '  v  > -  : •  '  • ;  
Itoen wait.  '* 7 
MART# Tou're right, door* It oan wait# (aovlng 
tonard the door) %et*s go down to the still how end help your 
father's workers. 
( g s l t M e l  a n d  J o e . )  '  
(Curtain) 
